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Preface

Of the three domains of life, bacteria, archaea, and eukarya, the two prokaryotic
domains represent the bulk of the earth’s biomass. Prokaryotes live in all possible
niches on earth and also colonize all multicellular organisms. The techniques of
metagenomics have recently allowed to define microbiomes, the collection of
prokaryotic species of a microbiota (a specific niche, such as human skin or the
gut). Recent work revealed that human microbiomes are affected by lifestyle, diet,
and disease. We are only at the beginning of understanding the intricate human–
bacteria interaction and its role in human well-being. Such an understanding
requires the investigation of individual microbes to understand their metabolism
and their interaction with the surrounding world.

An important facet of all bacterial life is their ability to deal with the toxic, yet
essential trace element copper. The study of copper homeostasis in different
prokaryotic species over nearly four decades provides an in-depth knowledge of the
process. In discussing prokaryotic copper homeostasis, it is important to know that
the bacterial world is divided into two groups: Gram-negative and Gram-positive
organisms (the latter including all archaea). The distinction is based on a simple
staining procedure in which some organisms stain, while others do not. It was
devised by the Danish physician Hans Christian Gram in 1884 and has remained a
valid criterion to this day (Fig. 1) [1]. Gram-positive organisms only possess a
single-cell membrane which is surrounded by a cell wall, and it is the cell wall
which absorbs the Gram stain. In Gram-negative bacteria, the cell wall is sur-
rounded by a second membrane, preventing the stain to reach the cell wall.
Photosynthetic bacteria can occur to either group. In Gram-negative organisms, the
two membranes separated by the periplasmic space call for special transport sys-
tems for solutes and biomolecules. For this reason, many membrane- and
transport-related systems, including copper homeostasis, differ significantly
between Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms, but they also share some
fundamental components.

The investigation of copper homeostasis in bacteria has brought to light proteins
with surprising new functions, like copper-pumping ATPases or copper chaperones.
The evolutionary conservation of some of these proteins from bacteria to humans
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 1 a Hans Christian Gram. b Gram staining of a sputum, showing swarms of Gram-negative
Haemophilus influenza, pairs of Gram-negative Diplococcus catarrhalis, and two chains of
Gram-positive streptococci. The few large cells are probably yeast. c Schematic drawing of the cell
membrane-wall structures of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Note the thick peptido-
glycan cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Key elements of bacterial copper homeostasis. a Gram-positive bacterium.
b Gram-negative bacterium. The main elements of copper homeostasis are: 1, copper entry into
bacteria; 2, copper chaperones sequester cytoplasmic copper for detoxification and routing to
places of export or regulations; 3, several genes are induced in response to elevated cytoplasmic
copper; 4, copper is pumped across the cytoplasmic membrane by copper ATPase, powered by
ATP; 5, only in Gram-positive bacteria, a CusCFBA transporter pumps copper across the outer
membrane; 6, glutathione (GSH) can bind copper for detoxification; 7, copper-binding proteins
buffer excess cytoplasmic copper. All steps are discussed in detail in Chaps. 3 and 4
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led to a new understanding of the development of copper resistance, homeostasis,
and the use of copper by cells as a modern bioelement. These evolutionary aspects
will be discussed. Many examples of gene regulation by copper were characterized
in detail, along with the respective genes and operons. Also, copper toxicity was
revisited in recent years and new concepts have emerged. Other topics covered in
this book include copper reduction by bacteria and the role of chalkophores in
copper acquisition by methanotrophs, and the mechanism of copper loading of
cuproenzymes. For the metallation of enzymes, I have formulated a new, universal
conceptuality that first needs to be tested.

Some proteins involved in copper homeostasis are conserved from bacteria to
humans, and it comes as no surprise that there has been extensive interaction,
including common meetings, between researchers working on prokaryotic and
eukaryotic systems. The focus of this book is laid on fundamental concepts, rather
than on summarizing all the available data and historic developments (Cupriavidus
metallidurans was the topic of a separate monograph of this series). Consequently,
eukaryotic work is mentioned when it illustrates fundamental concepts particularly
well or when mechanisms and proteins have been better characterized in a
eukaryotic system. The copper field has greatly profited from this cross-fertilization
and has made copper the trace element which is probably best understood today in
terms of homeostasis and toxicity.

For a general overview and to help organize the readers’ mind, Figs. 1 and 2 give
simplified overviews of copper homeostasis in Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria. It is apparent that the two processes are of (i) limited complexity and
(ii) very similar in the two bacterial worlds. The major difference is that
Gram-positive bacteria require an additional copper transporter, CusCFBA, to
transport copper across the outer membrane.

Keywords Copper homeostasis ∙ Antimicrobial copper ∙ Copper ATPases ∙ Gene
regulation by copper ∙ Copper chaperones ∙ Copper toxicity
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Chapter 1
Copper—AModern Bioelement

Abstract From the analysis of the evolution of copper-containing enzymes, it
emerges that copper is a modern bioelement. It was not used as an enzyme cofactor
before the advent of oxygen evolution. In the anoxic world, copper in the biosphere
was in its reduced, Cu+ state, which formed insoluble copper sulfide, promoted by
the abundance of hydrogen sulfide in the atmosphere. Once the world became oxic,
Cu+ was oxidized to Cu2+, which is readily soluble in the aqueous phase. The ensuing
bioavailability of copper led to the evolution of cuproenzymes and copper-responsive
regulators of gene expression. Indeed, all known copper-containing enzymes catalyze
redox reactions involving oxygen in one form or another. Copper detoxification sys-
tems, on the other hand, have an earlier, independent evolutionary origin. The redox-
active nature of copper of course makes it an ideal cofactor for redox enzymes, but
also pose special experimental problems, which are discussed.

Keywords Evolution · Copper · Bioelement · Anoxic world
Cuproenzymes · Primordial · Copper sulfide

1.1 Bioavailability of Copper, Iron, Zinc and the Evolution
of Species

In the anaerobic, primordial word, copper was present as copper sulfide, Cu2S, in
which copper is in the reduced Cu+ state. This mineral, chalcocite, is insoluble in
water, leaving essentially no bioavailable copper in the aqueous phase. Approxi-
mately 3 Gy ago, oxygen evolution by photosynthetic microorganisms began. It still
tookmillions of years before oxygen started to accumulate in the atmosphere because
the oxidation of Cu+ and Fe2+ and other compounds initially consumed all of the
produced oxygen. About 2.4 Gy ago, oxygen in the atmosphere began to rise and
the dramatic geochemical changes demanded biochemical adaptions of the existing
life forms to the new environments (Fig. 1.1) [1]. It may be no coincidence that the
evolution of eukaryotic organisms, which started approximately 2.7 Gy ago, falls

© The Author(s) 2018
M. Solioz, Copper and Bacteria, SpringerBriefs in Biometals,
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Fig. 1.1 Geochemical changes and evolution over time. The four panels schematically show the
following: Oxygen, O2 concentration in the atmosphere; Solubility, bioavailability and oxidation
states of iron and copper in the oceans; Organisms, evolution of prokaryotes and eukaryotes; Func-
tions, evolution of copper ATPases and redox cuproenzymes

into the time window of the ensuing oxygen evolution and accumulation of O2 in the
atmosphere.

Geochemically, Cu+ exposed to the atmosphere gradually became oxidized to
Cu2+ and thereby turned water soluble; on the other hand, iron, which had been
present as water-soluble Fe2+, oxidized to Fe3+, which is essentially insoluble
([Fe3+]�10−18 M at pH 7) [2]. Microorganisms growing under anaerobic conditions
need iron as a redox-active enzyme cofactor for a variety of functions, such as heme
formation or the reduction of ribonucleotide precursors of DNA [3]. To acquire the
ever more sparse, bioavailable iron, a range of strategies evolved. Some bacteria pro-
duce siderophores (from the Greek “iron carriers”), which are low-molecular weight
compounds with a very high affinity for iron [4]. Siderophores like ferrichrome,
enterobactin, or citrate hydroxamate are synthesized and secreted by bacteria and
fungi and scavenge iron from the environment through their very high affinity for
ferric iron. Fe3+-siderophore complexes are then taken up by cells and the iron is
released intracellularly be reducing it to Fe2+, which binds much more weekly to
the siderophores. Other strategies to circumvent iron-starvation include lowering
of the ambient pH, surface reduction of Fe3+ to more soluble Fe2+, or the replace-
ment of iron in ribonucleotide reductase by adenosylcobalmin [5]. Finally, some
organisms depend on the microbial community for acquiring their iron by taking up
siderophores, heme, or protein-bound iron produced by other organisms.

Another factor which may have contributed to eukaryotic evolution as the world
became more oxic is the increased bioavailability of zinc. In contrast to prokaryotes,
eukaryotes rely heavily onZn2+-bindingproteins and they are fundamental to present-
day eukaryotic cellular biology [6]. The change in global Zn bioavailability possibly
prompted a burst in the evolution of proteins like Zn finger proteins, the universal
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transcriptional regulators of eukaryotes, accelerating the rise and diversification of
Eukarya. In line with this hypothesis, zinc-binding proteins, like copper-binding
proteins, evolved much later than iron-binding proteins.

As the biosphere became more oxic, organisms also had to adapt to the
ensuing oxidative damage of cell components by reactive oxygen species (ROS,
see Chap. 2). A key enzyme in this regard, present in most prokaryotes and
eukaryotes, is superoxide dismutase (SOD). The most common form of the
enzyme contains a Cu–Zn redox center, in line with the increased bioavail-
ability of these metal ions at the time. Other enzymes which serve in the
defense against oxidative stress are alkyl hydroperoxide reductase, thiol peroxidase,
NADH peroxidase, and catalase, to name just some of the most important ones
[7].

But more importantly, in the oxic world an oxidative metabolism with higher
energy yield became possible and new redox enzymes for the metabolism of
reduced compounds evolved. The arrival of dioxygen also created the need for a
new redox active metal that could attain higher redox potentials and copper ideally
suited this role. The late evolution of copper as a bioelement is also apparent from the
nature of copper-containing enzymes, most of which are involved in the oxidative
metabolism of highly oxidized compounds like of O2, N2O or NO2

−.
Respiratory enzymes which employ copper, or copper and iron, as redox active

cofactors started to appear [8]. Today, over 30 types of copper-containing proteins
are known (Table 1.1) [9]. Prominent examples are lysyl oxidase involved in the
crosslinking of collagen, tyrosinase required for melanin synthesis, dopamine β-
hydroxylase of the catecholamine pathway, cytochrome c oxidase, the terminal elec-
tron acceptor of the respiratory chain, or superoxide dismutase, required for defense
against oxidative damage, to name just a few.Most known cuproenzymes are eukary-
otic, reflecting on one hand the greater genetic complexity of eukaryotes, but also
their evolution in a more oxic world where copper had become readily bioavail-
able (Fig. 1.2) [10]. While all eukaryotic cells use copper, many bacterial species
do not appear to require copper for life. In line with the concept that copper is a
modern bioelement of the oxic world, these nonusers predominate among anaerobic
organisms by a factor of three, but are rare (<10%) among aerobic organisms and
intermediate (<50%) among facultative anaerobes [8].

It must be emphasized that the copper export ATPases, which serve to keep cyto-
plasmic copper below toxic levels, have an earlier and independent evolutionary
origin from redox-active cuproenzymes or oxygen-binding cuproproteins [8]. Since
copper can be taken up inadvertently, all microorganisms need this core detoxifica-
tion system and all genomes sequenced to date contain at least one gene encoding
a copper ATPase. With the increase in soluble copper, this function became even
more important as a means of removing copper from the cytoplasm. The presence of
copper exporters also in copper nonusers and the different pattern of occurrence of
copper ATPases and cuproproteins suggests that the pathways of copper utilization
and copper detoxification evolved independently of each other (see also Chap. 3)
[12].
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Table 1.1 Enzymes with copper redox centersa

Prokaryotic Eukaryotic

Plastocyanin family (amicyanin, pseudoazurin,
halocyanin, etc.)

Plastocyanin family (plantacyanin, umecyanin,
mavicyanin, stellacyanin, etc.)

Azurin family (azurin, auracyanin)

Rusticyanin

Nitrosocyanin

Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I

Cytochrome c oxidase subunit II Cytochrome c oxidase subunit II

Cytochrome cbb3 oxidase

Cu–Zn superoxide dismutase Cu–Zn superoxide dismutase

Copper amine oxidase Copper amine oxidase

Nitrous oxide reductase

Nitrate reductase Nitrate reductase

NADH dehydrogenase 2

Amine oxidase Amine oxidase

Methane monooxygenase

Multicopper oxidases (nitrite reductase, CueO,
CotA, laccase, bilirubin oxidase,
phenoxazinone synthase, etc.)

Multicopper oxidases (laccase, Fet3p,
hephaestin, ceruloplasmin, ascorbate, oxidase,
etc.)

Tyrosinase Tyrosinase

Ribonucleotide reductase Ribonucleotide reductase

MogA molybdenum cofactor synthesisb Cnx1G molybdenum cofactor synthesisb

Galactose oxidase

Peptidylglycine R-hydroxylating
monooxygenase

Dopamine β-monooxygenase

Galactose oxidase

Cnx1G

Hemocyanin

aExcluded from this list are proteins involved in copper transport, gene regulation, and copper
chaperones. Some enzymes in the table also occur in a form that does not use copper
bIt is not clear if copper is an absolute requirement for molybdenum cofactor synthesis (see Sect.
3.8)

1.2 The Irving-Williams Series and the Pearson Hard-Soft
Acid-Base Concept

To better understand the biology of copper, it is helpful to consider some of the
physico-chemical properties of copper. Irwing and Williams [13] collected data on
the stability of complexes formed by the bivalent ions of the first transition series.
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Fig. 1.2 Number of copper proteins per genome in Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya (The data was
taken from Refs. [8, 11])

They found that the stability of such complexes almost always follows the orderMn2+

<Fe2+ <Co2+ <Ni2+ <Cu2+ >Zn2+, irrespective of the nature of the coordinating lig-
ands or the number of ligands involved. It has become fashionable in the copper field
to revive the so called Irwing-Williams series to explain a protein’s preference for
a particular ligand over another. However, the Irwing-Williams series does not do
full justice to the biology of copper. For one, Cu+, which has properties significantly
different Cu2+, is not included in the series. For another, sulfhydryls were not consid-
ered as ligands by Irwing and Williams, although they are the predominant copper
ligands in biology.

A better differentiation of the relevant properties of metal ions is possible based
on the Pearson soft-hard acid-base concept (HSAB) [14]. Pearson’s principle can be
stated as follows: hard acids prefer to bond with hard bases, and soft acids prefer to
bond with soft bases. The concept assigns ions, molecules and atoms with a ‘hard’
character as acids, and those with a ‘soft’ character as bases. Hard acids prefer to
bond with hard bases, and soft acids prefer to bond with soft bases. Table 1.2. lists
the hard-soft properties metal ions (acids) and some possible ligands (bases) which
are relevant for the present discussion.

It becomes apparent from the HSAB concept and the data in Table 1.2. that in
proteins, the soft acids Au+/3+, Ag+, Cu+, Cd2+, and Hg2+ preferentially bind to cys-
teines, methionines, or imidazole nitrogens (RNC in Table 1.2.) and that it is indeed
how such metal binding sites evolved. Co2+, Ni2+, Fe2+, Pb2+, Zn2+, and Cu2+ are
intermediately soft acids, but also prefer the same ligands as the soft acids. Since Cu+,
the intracellular species of copper, is softer than the aforementioned metal ions, Cu+

can compete with them for the same binding site, which is key to copper toxicity (see
Chap. 2). The preponderance of soft metal ions to bind to thiol residues is sometimes
also referred to as thiophilicity, which can be more quantitatively expressed than
the hard-soft character via the solubility product, pKS(MeS), of the respective metal
sulfides (Table 1.3) [15]. However, it must be noted that there is great variation in
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Table 1.2 Hard-soft acid-base character of selected metal ions and ligandsa

Hard acidsa Interm. acidsa Soft acidsa Hard bases Interm. bases Soft bases

Na+, K+ Cu2+ Cu+ ROH Imidazole-N RSH

Mg2+ Pb2+ Cd2+ RCOOPO4
3− Aniline-NH2 RSR

Ca2+ Zn2+ Hg2+ RNH2 Pyridine-N R-phenyl

Co3+ Co2+ Hg+ ROR NO2
− CN−

Fe3+ Fe2+ Ag+ PO4
3−,

SO4
2−

RN3 H2S

Mn2+ Ni2+ Au+ NO3
2−,

CO3
2−

N2 H2
−

aHard-soft character according to Pearson [14]

Table 1.3 Metal sulfide
solubility products

Metal ion pKa
S(MeS)

HgS −53

AgS −50

Cu2S −48

CuS −37

PbS −28

CdS −27

SnS −26

ZnS −25

CoS −22 (α) −26 (β)b

FeS −19

NiS −18

MnS −14

aData from Refs. [16, 17]
bRefers to the two crystal forms

the solubility constants found in the literature for some sulfides and sulfide solubility
remains an approximation to thiophilicity.

1.3 Copper Speciation in the Cell and the Laboratory

The two oxidation states of copper, Cu+ and Cu2+, with a redox potential in the range
of biological redox reactions, makes copper a valuable cofactor for redox enzymes.
Such redox-active copper ions are deeply buried in specialized cuproenzymes and are
not normally subject to exchange reactions. Metallation of these enzymes probably
takes place in the periplasm and requires specialized helper proteins and enzymes
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(see Chaps. 3 and 4). So there may be no need for cytoplasmic copper. Indeed, free
cytoplasmic copper has been estimated to be in the zeptomolar range (10−21 M, see
Chap. 2) [18].

The cellular cytoplasm is a reducing environment. The major reducing agent in
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells is glutathione (GSH), which is present in millimo-
lar concentrations and has a standard redox potential under cytoplasmic conditions
of −0.24 V for the GSH/GSSG couple, GSSG designating the dimeric, oxidized
glutathione [19, 20]. The standard redox potential, E0, of the Cu2+/Cu+ couple is
+0.16 V, indicating that Cu2+ entering the cytoplasm will immediately be reduced
to Cu+. In addition, glutathione also avidly binds copper and plays a general role in
heavymetal detoxification in the cytoplasm (see Chap. 2). It can thus be assumed that
all cytoplasmic copper is in the Cu+-form and complexed by glutathione, other small
molecules, or proteins. This is in line with the observation that all proteins involved
in copper homeostasis, such as copper export ATPases, copper chaperones or copper
regulators of gene expression specifically bind Cu+. There has been a report of the
transport of Cu2+ by a copper ATPase of Archaeoglobus fulgidus, but this remains
unverified [21].

The unique properties of copper ions pose some unique challenges when work-
ing with this metal in the laboratory. First, copper ions non-specifically bind to
most biomolecules, making it more difficult to single out specific effects. Secondly,
work with Cu+ requires strictly anaerobic working conditions or the use of reduc-
ing agents, which can interfere with the experiment. Specific copper chelators have
become an important tool in copper research. While Cu2+ ions are stable in neu-
tral, aqueous solutions exposed to the atmosphere, Cu+ ions can only be maintained
in solution at very acidic pH or in complexed form. Cu(I)-complexes which are
stable even in air are formed by the chelators bicinchoninic acid, acetonitrile, or
tetrathiomolybdate and these have become important research tools [22, 23]. Interest-
ingly, tetrathiomolybdate has more recently become an alternative drug for complex-
ing excess copper in Wilson disease patients which cannot secrete excess liver cop-
per due to a defect in a copper-secreting ATPase [24]. Other useful copper chelators
are CN−, o-phenanthroline, bathophenanthroline sulfonate, or 8-hydroxyquinoline
(reported formation constants for copper-phenanthroline complexes are around 21,
irrespective of the ligands on the phenanthroline dipyrimidine ring system [25]).
One also has to be aware that the widely used Tris-buffer is also a copper chelator
[26]. Another experimental caveat is the fact that phenanthrolines complex Cu+ (and
Fe2+) so strongly that they effectively raise the redox potential to a point at which
any reducing equivalent in the experimental system supports the reduction of Cu2+

to Cu+. This reaction can be counteracted by high concentrations (20 mM) of citrate
or lactate, which preferentially bind the oxidized form of copper. Clearly, in vitro
experimental work with copper requires special consideration and tools as well as
great care to avoid mis-interpretations.
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Chapter 2
Copper Toxicity

Abstract Copper is essential for life, yet highly reactive and a potential source
of cell damage. Therefore, all cells possess copper homeostatic mechanisms to keep
intracellular copper at safe levels.However, under conditions of excess environmental
copper, homeostatic systembecome overloaded and intracellular copper rises to toxic
levels. Possible toxic effects of copper span a range of mechanisms and it cannot
be known with certainty which mechanism is active to what extent in a particular
bacterium of vast and varied bacterial world. For common laboratory species like
Escherichia orBacillus, the concept has emerged that the main toxic action of copper
is the replacement of iron in iron-sulfur cluster proteins, thereby inactivating essential
enzyme functions.

Keywords Hydroxyl radical · Hydrogen peroxide · Fenton · Glutathione
Iron-sulfur cluster · Thiol depletion
The mechanism whereby copper is toxic to cells has generally been ascribed to the
redox properties of copper, resulting in lethal oxidative damage to cells. However,
recent work has put this concept into question and it is currently believed that the
main toxic action of copper is the replacement of the iron cofactor in iron-sulfur
cluster proteins. Other toxicity mechanism may still be at work to various extents,
so to say in the background, depending on environmental and growth conditions.
All major possible toxicity mechanisms will be described in this chapter and are
summarized in Fig. 2.1. It must be stressed that the toxicity mechanisms discussed in
this chapter do not apply to the antimicrobial action of metallic copper surfaces (see
Sect. 2.4).
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Fig. 2.1 Mechanismsof copper toxicity.Copper enters the bacterial cell by unknownpathways.The
reducing condition in the cytoplasm reduces the copper to Cu+, which can then participate in Fenton-
type reactions to produce highly reactive hydroxyl radicals. These can in turn react nonspecifically
with lipids, proteins and nucleic acid. Cu+ can also lead to thiol depletion in the GSH pool, but
also in proteins and free amino acids. Under anaerobic conditions, glutathione-copper complexes
(GS–Cu–SG) can act as copper-donors formetalloenzymes. The dominant toxicitymechanismmost
likely is the displacement of iron from iron-sulfur cluster proteins by Cu+.

2.1 Copper Toxicity Through the Formation of Reactive
Oxygen Species

Copper can participate in a number of chemical reactionswhich lead to the generation
of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Reactive hydroxyl radicals, which are extremely
reactive in the cellular context, can be generated by a Fenton-type reaction (1):

Cu+ + H2O2 � Cu2+ + OH− + OH· (1)

ROS production can be amplified by a combination with the Haber–Weiss cycle
[(2) and (3)].

H2O2 + OH· � H2O + O2
− + H+ (2)

H2O2 + O2
− � O2 + OH− + OH· (3)

This could provide a particularly rich source of ROS in lactic acid bacteria which
can accumulate large amounts of hydrogen peroxide [1, 2]. The rate constant of
reaction (3) by itself is negligible, but Cu2+ or Fe3+ complexes can act as catalysts.
Irreversible cell damage by ROS, particularly by the extremely reactive hydroxy
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radicals, can come about by a variety ofmechanisms, such as inhibition of respiration,
lipid peroxidation, or oxidative damage of proteins [3, 4].

Copper can also lead to depletion of glutathione (GSH),which is amajor protective
substance against heavy metal toxicity (see Sect. 2.3). This could occur in a cycle
between reactions (4) and (5):

2Cu+ + 2H+ + O2 � 2Cu2+ + H2O2 (4)

2Cu2+ + 2GSH � 2Cu+ + GSSG + 2H+ (5)

These combined reactions catalyze redox cycling of copper at the expense of GSH
and O2 to produce GSSG, the oxidized, dimeric form of GSH. Other cellular thiols
could be depleted by the a similar mechanism. Hydrogen peroxide generated by
reaction (4) could in turn participate in reactions (1)–(3) and amplify toxic hydroxyl
radical production. While reasonable on paper, it is not clear if these reactions really
occur in the cytoplasm under copper stress. The free copper concentration is probably
far too low to catalyze these reactions.

The concept of cellular damage by copper via the production of ROS, thiol deple-
tion, and oxidative damage of proteins, lipids, and DNA appears logical and has for
years been claimed to be the toxicity mechanism of copper, but has never thoroughly
been proven. Clearly, detrimental ROS production and oxidative damage can lead
to cell death under certain stress conditions. For example, Woodmansee et al. [5]
showed that nitric oxide (NO) accelerated the rate at which H2O2 killed Escherichia
coli cells, apparently by greatly enhancing DNA damage through Fenton chemistry.
Since NO damages the iron-sulfur clusters of dehydratases, the released iron could
catalyze the Fenton reaction. However, NO also blocks respiration, which makes
cells more susceptible to oxidative damage, making the mechanism of cell death
unclear.

In the analysis of copper toxicity in E. coli, it was observed that the majority of
H2O2-oxidizable copper is located in the periplasm and copper-mediated hydroxyl
radical formation mainly occurs in this compartment, away from the DNA [6].
Copper-loading of cells actually increased their resistance to killing by H2O2 by
eliminating iron-mediated oxidative killing and reducing the rate of DNA damage.
These observations do not explain how copper suppresses iron-mediated damage but
it is clear that copper does not catalyze significant oxidative DNA damage in vivo;
therefore, copper toxicity must occur by a different mechanism. This challenges the
oxidative-damage copper toxicity concept and newer work strongly supports amech-
anism whereby the main toxic action of copper is the displacement of iron by copper
in essential iron-cluster enzymes, thereby rendering key enzymes inactive.
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2.2 Copper Toxicity by Iron-Sulfur Cluster Damage

First, it was demonstrated that the intracellular free concentration of copper, the Fen-
ton reagent in the oxidative damage concept, is in the zeptomolar (10−21 M) range [7].
Intracellular copper, which appears to always be in the Cu+ form, binds to sulfhydryl-
bearing proteins, amino acids, and small molecules like glutathione (GSH). This, in
combination with the copper-homeostatic machinery which pumps copper out of the
cell, keeps the intracellular concentration of water-coordinated and thus reactive cop-
per vanishingly small. Secondly, it was convincingly shown for Escherichia coli that
the primary cause of copper toxicity is not the generation of hydroxyl radicals, but the
displacement of iron by copper from the iron-sulfur clusters ([4Fe–4S] clusters) of
important enzymes [8]. This is a thermodynamically favorable reaction because Cu+

is a softer Pearson acid than Fe2+ and can thus effectively compete with iron for the
cysteine ligands of iron-sulfur clusters (see Chap. 1). Primary targets of copper-iron
exchange were dihydroxy-acid dehydratase of branched-chain amino acid synthesis,
isopropylmalate isomerase involved in leucine biosynthesis, and fumarase A. The
toxicity mechanism did not appear to be influenced by aerobic or anaerobic growth
conditions.

Similar damage to iron-sulfur clusters was also demonstrated in the Gram-
positive bacterium Bacillus subtilis. It was found that Cu+ damaged the iron-sulfur
cluster of SufU, which serves as the major scaffold for iron-sulfur cluster assembly
and transfer to target proteins [9]. No significant induction of the PerR regulon,
involved in oxidative stress defense, was observed under these conditions, indicating
that oxidative stress did not play a major role. In E. coli grown under anaerobic
conditions and amino acid limitation, but without exogenously added copper,
endogenously liberated copper ions were found to damage the iron-cluster enzyme
fumarate reductase and iron-cluster biogenesis [10]. These growth conditions also
led to the induction of the alternative Suf system for iron cluster biogenesis and the
CusCFBA copper transporter which pumps copper out of the periplasmic space (see
Chap. 4). In Rubrivivax gelatinosus defective in the cytoplasmic copper exporter,
CopA, and grown under microaerobic or anaerobic conditions in the presence of
copper, a substantial decrease of cytochrome c oxidase and the photosystem was
observed [11]. This led to reduced cytochrome oxidase and photosystem biogenesis,
but also to coproporphyrin III extrusion from cells.

All these studies are in support of the newly emerged concept that copper toxicity
is primarily due the poisoning of iron-sulfur cluster proteins by copper rather than
oxidative damage.This raises questions about the applicability of thewell-established
in vitro Fenton redox processes of aqueous copper to the physiological regime. The
concept of iron cofactor-displacement is further supported by the toxicity mecha-
nisms of other heavy metal ions. Cd2+, Ag+, Zn+, and Hg2+ have in common with
copper that they have a soft Pearson character (high thiophilicity [12]), and thus also
efficiently compete iron out of iron-sulfur clusters [13]. Cd2+, Ag+, and Zn+ are not
redox active and can thus not catalyze Fenton-type reactions. In line with this copper
toxicity concepts, Park et al. showed that intracellular hydroxyl radical levels are not
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significantly changed by the addition of Cu2+ to E. coli [14]. Rather, the biocidal
action of Cu2+ is attributable to the cytotoxicity of cellularly generated Cu+, which
does not appear to be associated with oxidative damage by Cu(I)-driven ROS. Cu+

is considerably more toxic to cells than Cu2+ due to its higher thiophilicity and thus
higher avidity for sulfhydryl residues of proteins, but also the higher permeability of
the cytoplasmic membrane for Cu+ than Cu2+ [15].

The concept of metal toxicity by replacement of iron in iron-sulfur clusters is
further supported by the finding that cobalt stress also affects the function of iron-
sulfur cluster proteins. Exposure of E. coli to cobalt resulted in the inactivation of
the three iron-sulfur cluster enzymes tRNA methylthiotransferase, aconitase, and
ferrichrome reductase. However, cobalt did not directly displace the iron from these
protein. Rather, cobalt affected the iron-sulfur cluster assembly machinery via the
scaffold proteins SufA and IscU, in which the iron-sulfur clusters are more labile
[16]. Co2+, being an intermediately-soft Pearson acid like Fe2+, can successfully
compete with iron for thiolate binding sites, particularly if it is present in excess.

In a transcriptomics studyonCd2+ toxicity inE. coli, the followinggenes/functions
were observed to be upregulated: disulfide bond repair, oxidative damage repair, cys-
teine and iron-sulfur cluster biosynthesis, proteins with iron-sulfur clusters, iron stor-
age proteins, and cadmium resistance proteins; general energy conservation pathways
and iron uptakewere down-regulated [17]. These findings are in line with the concept
that Cd2+, like Cu+, effectively competes with iron for sulfur ligands. Released iron
would then result in down-regulation of iron uptake and upregulation of iron storage
proteins.

The concept of iron displacement from iron-sulfur cluster proteins does not pre-
clude intracellular ROS generation. Indeed, displacement of iron from iron–sulfur
clusters leads to increased cytoplasmic Fe2+, which can catalyze Fenton chemistry.
Copper ions induce the soxRS regulatory system of E. coli under aerobic conditions,
indicating the generation of ROS, and this SOS response system can apparently cope
with the resulting oxidative stress; hypersensitivity to copper is only observed in
mutants deficient in superoxide dismutases or repair enzymes for oxidative DNA
damage [18].

Possible alternative routes of copper toxicity include the occupation of zinc or
other metal sites in proteins, and unspecific binding to proteins, lipids, and nucleic
acids. Given the diversity of the bacterial community, there will be many variations
to the scheme of copper toxicity, but the frequently stated copper-induced oxidative
damage concept currently falls short of explaining bacterial copper toxicity. For an
exhaustive discussion of metal ion toxicity in general, see Ref. [19].

2.3 Glutathione and Copper Toxicity

The small tri-peptide γ-L-glutamyl-L-cysteinylglycine, or glutathione (GSH), is
present in the cytoplasm of all eukaryotes. In the prokaryotic world, GSH is absent in
most Actinomycetes, which contain mycothiol instead [20]. GSH is present in many
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other Gram-positive bacteria and in most Gram-negative ones [21]. While most bac-
teria synthesize GSH in the cytoplasm, some take it up from the environment [22].
Some bacteria devoid ofGSH contain bacillithiol or γ-L-glutamyl-L-cysteine instead
[23, 24]. GSH is in equilibrium with its oxidized, dimeric form, GSSG, but GSH
is the predominant form inside the cell. In E. coli, GSH/GSSG is the main redox
couple that helps to maintain the cytoplasmic redox potential in growing cells at
about −240 mV [25]. It is reasonable to assume that all microorganism contain a
small-molecular weight thiol that can function similar to GSH.

GSH strongly complexes a variety of metal ions and has been shown to have a
protective role in heavymetal stress in a number of organisms (seeChap. 3).However,
recent work shows that under anaerobic conditions, GSH enhances copper toxicity
in Lactococcus lactis. To specifically address detoxification independent of ROS
formation, Obeid et al. [26] used an L. lactis strain which could neither synthesize
GSH nor import it from the culture medium. GSH synthesis could be activated
in this strain by inducing GSH biosynthetic enzymes from a plasmid [27]. Under
anaerobic, fermentative conditions, GSH rendered L. lactismore sensitive to copper,
particularly during the first phase of exponential growth [26]. It was proposed that
GSH binds copper and facilitates its delivery to metal binding sites of enzymes, such
as to iron-sulfur clusters. Such a mechanism would further support the hypothesis
that metal sites of enzymes are the primary target of copper toxicity, as described in
Sect. 2.2. That GSH-metal ion complexes facilitate the metallation of enzymes has
been well documented in vitro [28–30]. These findings differ from those obtained
under aerobic conditions, where GSH has been shown to exert a protective effect
against copper toxicity both, in Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms (see
Chap. 3).

2.4 Copper Toxicity in Contact Killing

Bacteria are killed on dry copper surfaces in minutes to hours, a process referred
to as contact killing [31]. The process has received considerable attention in recent
years because copper could be used for critical touch-surfaces to curb the spread
of infections [32]. There have been several hospital studies and the results look
promising, but further work is needed [33–36]: Other applications of copper that
appears attractive include the coating of surfaces of implants to avoid periprosthetic
infections [37] or the use of copper-impregnated fabrics in health care settings [38].

There is now substantial insight into the mechanism of contact killing and it has
become clear that the contact-killing process follows principles different from those
in killing or growth arrest of bacteria by copper ions in suspension or in culture.
Contact-killing as it is understood today proceeds as follows [31, 39, 40]:

(1) Copper dissolves from the copper surface and mM concentrations accumulate
in the limited aqueous space within minutes.

(2) Severemembrane damage occurs and the cytoplasm is floodedwith copper ions.
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(3) Cytoplasmic content is lost and copper inhibits most metabolic activities.
(4) Genomic and plasmid DNA gets degraded by unknown mechanisms.
(5) No structurally intact bacteria can usually be detected after exposure to metallic

copper.

These dramatic changes are in stark contrast to inhibition experiments in culture,
where the bacteria are under growth conditions and thus have an energy supply to
combat copper entry and repair some cell damage. Also, cells exposed to copper in
culture do not appear to structurally disintegrate.

Finally, the meaning of “copper concentration” must be considered. In contact
killing, there are usually no copper-binding growth media components around, so
the copper liberated from a copper surface will lead to very high ‘free’ copper con-
centrations. Copper avidly binds to growth media components, so the ‘free’ or active
copper concentration in culture is not anywhere near to the ‘added’ copper concen-
tration. Estimates from our lab suggest that if 5 mM CuSO4 is added to standard
LB growth media, the free copper concentration is <10 μM, and is further low-
ered with increasing cell density (M. Solioz, unpublished observation). There are
two corollaries to this: first, it is virtually impossible to compare copper ‘concentra-
tions’ between labs and, secondly, it is impossible to compare copper concentrations
between contact killing experiments and inhibition experiments in culture.
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Chapter 3
Copper Homeostasis in Gram-Positive
Bacteria

Abstract Copper homeostasis in Gram-positive bacteria essentially requires three
components: a copper exporting ATPase (foundingmember CopA), a copper chaper-
one (founding member CopZ), and a copper-responsive regulator (founding member
CopY) which regulates the expression of these functions. GSH works as a back-up
protective system. These four components are also part of the more complex copper
homeostatic mechanism of Gram-negative organisms, discussed in Chap. 4, but will
only be discussed in detail in this Chapter. Copper reduction at the plasmamembrane,
which is specific to Gram-positive bacteria will also be discussed here. Finally, cop-
per regulons, which are apparently specific to Firmicutes, are presented. Most of
the findings described here derive from Enterococcus hirae and L. lactis, but other
organisms are considered as necessary.

Keywords ATPase · Chaperone · Repressor · CopA · CopZ · CopY
Gram-positive · Lactococcus · Enterococcus · Regulon
The first copper ATPases to be cloned were CopA and CopB of Enterococcus hirae
[1, 2] and this organism has stood at the forefront of bacterial copper homeosta-
sis research for many years. Thus, bacterial copper homeostasis is probably best
understood in this organism and it serves as a paradigm for copper homeostasis in
Gram-positive bacteria. There are three core element of copper homeostasis that are
present in all bacteria, Gram-negative or Gram-positive: a copper exporting ATPase
(CopA), a copper chaperone (CopZ), and a copper-responsive transcriptional regu-
lator which (CopY). CopY typically regulates its own expression and that of CopA
and CopZ and these three genes are arranged in an operon. There are many different
possible arrangements of the core copper homeostasis genes, in line with the obser-
vation that operon structures are less conserved than gene functions [3]. Figure 3.1
shows a few operon structures encountered in Gram-positive bacteria to illustrate
this point. There exist many more divergent operon arrangements.

These and other elements are summarized and numbered in Fig. 3.2 and will be
discussed chronologically in detail below, with Chapter subheadings correspond to
the numbers in Fig. 3.2. The copper regulons, which are discussed at the end of this
chapter, do not appear in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.1 Selected operon structures of Gram-positive bacteria
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic representation of copper homeostasis in Gram-positive bacteria. The circled
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ATPases; 5, copper-activation of gene expression; 6, copper binding by glutathione and proteins.
See text for details
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3.1 Extracellular Copper Reduction

Microorganisms can exchange electrons with inorganic ions in solution or in miner-
als in a variety of way and use them as electron donors as well as electron acceptors
(see Ref. [4] for review). Lactococcus lactis IL1403, a member of the Gram-positive
Firmicutes like E. hirae or Bacilli, was found to possess a pronounced extracellular
Cu2+-reductase activity. This results in the accumulation of Cu+ outside the cell.
Since Cu+ is more toxic than Cu2+, copper reduction works as a suicide mechanism
and inhibits cell growth. Copper reduction was shown to be directly catalyzed by
menaquinones in the membrane without the involvement of an enzyme [5]. The elec-
trons are transferred fromNADH via membrane-bound quinones to Cu2+ (Fig. 3.3a).
Driving force is the large potential difference between the NADH/NAD+ and the
Cu2+/Cu+ redox couples of +465 mV. Facultative anaerobes like L. lactis generally
produce an excess of reducing equivalents (or electrons) when growing fermenta-
tively and extracellular copper reduction provides anopportunity to dispose of surplus
reducing equivalents. When grown in milk, L. lactis similarly disposes of reducing
equivalents by reducing the redox potential of milk from +300 to −220 mV [6].

Some facultative anaerobes like L. lactis IL1403 can express a terminal
cytochrome oxidase. They harbor the genes for the two subunits of a bd-type termi-
nal cytochrome oxidase, but are unable to synthesized heme. So when provided with
heme, the organisms synthesize a functional cytochrome bd-oxidase and turn into
respiring aerobes, accompanied by all the features of aerobic bacteria, like a dramatic
increase in growth yield, insensitivity to oxygen, etc. [7]. However, when expressing
bd-cytochrome oxidase, extracellular copper reduction is abolished. It was shown by
Abicht et al. [5] that this due to competition for electrons between oxygen and Cu2+

(Fig. 3.3b). The potential difference between the NADH/NAD+ and the Cu2+/Cu+

couples is +465 mV, while that between the NADH/NAD+ and the O2/H2O couple
is +1.5 V.

Most likely, many other Firmicutes are able to catalyze extracellular copper reduc-
tion and some of these organisms will also be able to express a functional terminal
oxidase under the right conditions. These aspects have, to the knowledge of the
author, never been systematically addressed.

3.2 Copper Entry into the Cytoplasm

How copper enters bacteria has remained unknown for many years, but new concepts
are starting to emerge. A widely held opinion was, that there is no need for cytoplas-
mic copper in bacteria because all known bacterial cuproenzymes are localized either
in the cytoplasmic membrane or the periplasm. The assembly of cupro-enzymes can
thus take place on the outer face of the cytoplasmic membrane in Gram-positive
bacteria or in the periplasmic space in Gram-negative bacteria. However, it is now
becoming clear that for cuproenzyme assembly, copper usually enters the cytoplasm
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Fig. 3.3 Extracellular copper reduction by L. lactis. a Electrons are transferred from NADH via
NoxAB NADH oxidase to menaquinones in the membrane and, in a non-enzymatic reaction, to
extracellular Cu2+. The overall flow of electrons is indicated by the dashed arrow. b In L. lactis
grown in the presence of heme and thus expressing cytochrome bd oxidase, electrons flow from
NADH via NoxAB NADH oxidase to menaquinones in the membrane, and then via cytochrome bd
oxidase to oxygen. The overall flow of electrons is indicated by the dotted arrow

first and is then re-exported by specific ‘assembly’ exporters for enzyme metallation
(discussed in detail in Chap. 4). This insures high cofactor–specificity in the met-
allation of process. Copper from the environment can also access the outer face of
the cytoplasmic membrane, such as through porins and without the need for specific
transport systems. In some rare cases (e.g. CueO), this copper can participates in the
metallation of cuproenzymes. But it begins to emerge that specific copper uptake
systems for cytoplasmic copper exist (see also Chap. 4). It also appears that some
copper enters the bacterial cytoplasm inadvertently, either as a ‘blind passenger’
bound to organic molecules or via transporters for inorganic ions, such as phosphate
transporters. Copper ions can probably also penetrate the lipid bilayer: it was found
that the more membrane-permeable Cu+ ions are more toxic than the less membrane-
permeable Cu2+ ions [5]. These non-specific copper supply routes maybe sufficient
under some, but probably not all, environmental conditions.
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Fig. 3.4 Ligand-guided copper uptake by Gram-positive organisms. The chalkophore (blue angle),
synthesized either ribosomally or non-ribosomally, is secreted into the extracellular space by an
export protein (green). Cu+ or Cu2+ is scavenged from the environment by the chalkophore and the
Cu-chalkophore complex is actively taken up by the cell, such as by a chelate ABC-transporter or
a similar system (brown) in an ATP–dependent manner. In the cytoplasm, Cu+ is released from the
chalkophore, and the apo-chalkophore is recycled. The structure of the chalkophore SF2668 is also
shown

There was also misleading information about copper uptake by E. hirae in the
literature: it had been claimed that the CopA copper ATPases is for copper import,
while the CopB copper ATPase is for copper secretion [8]. This interpretation was
later revised—E. hirae has no known copper uptake system, but this has not always
found its way into the more recent literature [9]. Accordingly, these copper defense
systems only serve in the removal of cytoplasmic copper that has entered the cell inad-
vertently. There have also been of some reports of copper acquisition by P1B-type
copper ATPases in Gram-negative bacteria (e.g. [10–12]). These and other reports on
ATPase-driven copper uptake were based on indirect observations, never direct cop-
per transport, and were single reports without any follow-up work. Current evidence
supports the view that all P1B-type copper ATPases catalyze copper export.

Other systems for copper entry into Gram-positive bacteria have been proposed.
In Bacillus subtilis, YcnJ has been claimed to be a copper importer [13], but a role
in cytochrome oxidase assembly appears also possible. Also, ZosA of B. subtilis has
been suggested to be a copper importer, but no direct transport evidence yet exists
[14]. In the same organism, it was also found that the ycnKJI operon is induced by
copper limitation and the YcnJ membrane protein was proposed to catalyze copper
uptake by the cells. But here too, further proof is required [15].
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It was found that Gram-negative methanotrophs synthesize methanobactins,
which are chalkophores, or a ‘siderophore‘ for copper (Greek ‘chalko’�copper),
secreted in response to copper limitation (see Chap. 4). A similar such ligand was
identified in the Gram-positive Actinomycetes Streptomyces thioluteus [16]. In this
organism, a non-ribosomal peptide synthetase gene cluster directs the biosynthesis of
the small-molecularweight natural product SF2768.AnATP-binding cassette (ABC)
transporter related to iron importwithin the biosynthesis gene cluster for SF2768 sug-
gested that the product might be a siderophore (Fig. 3.4). However, characterization
of the metal-binding properties of SF2768 revealed that it specifically binds copper,
not iron, and is thus a chalkophore. Indeed, the intracellular copper content of S. thi-
oluteus increased upon incubation with copper-SF2768, showing copper acquisition
via SF2768 as a mechanism for copper uptake by S. thioluteus. Chalkophore-assisted
copper uptake clearly is a widespread mechanism that yet awaits discovery in other
organisms.

3.3 Copper Chaperones

Copper chaperones or, more generally, metallochaperones, are terms coined and
officially registered in the late nineteen-nineties to describe small proteins which
are involved in the handling of metal ions. The term ‘chaperone‘ is unfortunately
ambiguous because the word ‘chaperone’ is also used for proteins which aid in
proper folding of nascent polypeptide chains, so ‘metallochaperone’ is preferable.
There is a growing number of metallochaperones, not only for copper, but also for
mercury, silver, nickel, etc. but the focus here rests on copper chaperones. One type of
cytoplasmic copper chaperones, the CopZ-like chaperones, named after its founding
member CopZ of E. hirae, is conserved across all phyla. They are small, 7–8 kDa,
proteins which bind cytoplasmic copper via a conserved CXXC motif and deliver
it to points of utilization or transport [17]. They also minimize copper toxicity by
scavenging cytoplasmic copper and maintaining it in a tightly bound form. Other
metallochaperones bind zinc, mercury, cobalt, iron, or nickel, and in Gram-negative
bacteria also can have a periplasmic location (see Chap. 4).

The first copper chaperones were identified in yeast and bacteria in 1995. The
yeast chaperone, ATX1, was identified as a protein that protects cells against the
toxicity of superoxide anions and hydrogen peroxide [18] while CopZ of E. hirae
was identified as a protein required for induction of the copper resistance operon [19].
Bioinformatics analysis showed that ATX1 and CopZ both resemble MerP, which
functions in mercury resistance. Bacteria deal with toxic mercury in an unexpected
way: Hg2+ is first transported into the cytoplasm byMerT, where it is reduced to Hg0

by the MerA mercuric reductase. Volatile Hg0 then leaves the cell by diffusion [20].
MerP is a periplasmic mercury chaperone required for Hg2+ transport into the cell by
MerT [21]. This peculiar mercury resistance mechanism is mentioned here because
it resembles copper-loading of enzymes, where copper also has to pass through the
cytoplasm, as discussed in Chap. 4.
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Fig. 3.5 Cartoon of the occurrence of CopZ-like metal binding domains in a range of proteins
involved in heavy metal detoxification. The proteins are drawn to scale

Chaperone-like sequence elements are also present in variable numbers in the
N-termini of heavymetalATPases aswell as in solublemercuric reductases (Fig. 3.5).
It is still a matter of debate what the function of metallochaperone-like domains
fulfil in the N-termini of larger protein, particularly since these domains are often
dispensable and also do not affect the ion specificity of the enzymes (see Sect. 3.4.)
[22–24]. In contrast, the function of the small metallochaperones inmetal ion-routing
is now well understood.

CopZofE. hiraewas the first copper chaperone forwhich a structurewas available
[25]. It consists of a ferredoxin-like βαββαβ-fold; the CXXC metal-binding motif is
located in a flexible loop connecting the first β-strand with the first α-helix (Fig. 3.6).
Today, dozens of structures ofmetallochaperones and the related heavymetal binding
domains of larger proteins are available and they all exhibit the same βαββαβ-fold
[26–36]. The universality of this building block raises interesting questions about its
evolution. An analysis in this regard supports a concept whereby copper chaperones
(and probably chaperones for other heavy metals) and MBDs of larger enzymes
represent ancient and distinct lineages that have evolved largely independently [37].
However, the problem probably requires re-appraisal with today’s larger database
and the better knowledge of chaperone function.

There is still debate of how copper is complexed by chaperones in the cytoplasm.
The human CopZ-like copper chaperone (ATOX1, earlier called HAH1) was shown
by X-ray crystallography to from a dimeric structure in which a single Hg2+ or
Cu+ atom is bonded by four cysteine residues [38]. Cu+-complexation by CopZ
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Fig. 3.6 Structure of the CopZ copper chaperone ofE. hirae. The structure of the apo form of CopZ
was derived by NMR spectroscopy and shows an βαββαβ thioredoxin fold. The two copper-binding
cysteines, C12 and C15 (yellow), are situated in a mobile loop between the first β-strand and the
first α-helix at the right end of the molecule (from structure 1CPZ of the PDB Protein Data Bank)

of E. hirae analyzed in solution by NMR also revealed a dimeric structure, but
with trigonally bound copper to be the most likely structure [25]. Glutathione was
shown to inhibit dimer formation in vitro and could, in principle, be a ligand to
monomeric Cu+-CopZ inside the cell, where glutathione concentrations are high.
There are many other studies on chaperone-metal ion interaction with chaperones
from various organisms, but the uncertainty of how Cu+ is complexed by chaperones
in vivo remains [39]. It was shown that CopZ can pick up Cu+ from solution or
from Cu+-complexes like Cu+-acetonitrile in vitro [25]. Copper which enters the
cell will not be present as free Cu+ ion, but will immediately be bound by proteins,
glutathione, or other low–molecular weight sulfhydryls. Copper chaperones must be
able to scavenge copper from these sites to channel it into the copper homeostatic
system. What happens to chaperone-bound copper will be discussed in the context
of the cognate target proteins in the following Sections.

DockingofCopZ-type chaperones to theN-terminalmetal bindingdomains ofCu-
ATPases has been studied in a variety of systems, eukaryotic as well as prokaryotic.
It is clear that the two protein entities interact and that copper can be transferred
from the chaperone to the ATPase [26, 28–31, 40–43]. However, the function of
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this copper transfer remains elusive; most likely, it has a regulatory function [44].
According to current evidence, MBDs are not the entry point of copper for transport
by the ATPase (see Sect. 3.4).

The identification of copper chaperonesmarked the emergence of a new concept in
the handling of metal ions by cells, namely, the escorting of the metal ion by a protein
to prevent nonspecific, damaging interactionswith other cell components. In addition
to copper chaperones, we now know chaperones which function in the handling
of nickel, mercury, cobalt, iron, and zinc, and we are still far from understanding
all the intricacies of metal homeostasis and metalloprotein assembly. Eukaryotic
organisms also possess a wide, but largely different set of specialized chaperones for
the metallation of enzymes and to deliver copper to subcellular compartments (see
Refs. [17, 45, 46] for further reading).

The extensive knowledge derived from in vitro experiments of how CopZ-type
copper chaperones bind copper, interact with partner proteins, and transfer copper
to other proteins contrast with the understanding of the in vivo function. Bacterial
strains deficient of CopZ generally display no phenotype, or only display a phenotype
under ‘optimized’ conditions. SoCopZ appears dispensable, at least under laboratory
conditions. There are indications all across bacterial copper research that laboratory
conditions fall short of reflecting the ‘real-life’ situation. It will be important to direct
more research at the investigation of bacteria in natural habitats and in bacterial
communities. Modern tools and methodologies for this are now available.

3.4 Copper ATPases

3.4.1 Copper ATPase Structure

Copper ATPases belong to the superfamily of P-type ATPases. These enzymes are
ATP-driven ion pumps embedded in the cytoplasmic membrane. Forty years ago,
P-type ATPases were believed to be a typical eukaryotic feature, chiefly represented
the Ca- and Na,K-ATPases, but it is now clear that they are common to all forms of
life. Structurally, they consist of a major catalytic protein subunit of 70–200 kDa and
transport a wide range of cations, ranging from H+ to Hg2+. Transport is driven by
cytoplasmic ATP in a mechanism that is unique to these enzymes: the γ-phosphate
of ATP is first transferred to the enzyme where it forms a covalent acyl-phosphate
intermediate with the carboxyl group of an aspartic acid residue [47, 48]. Thereby,
the energy of hydrolysis of ATP is not yet released directly, but transferred to the
enzyme; it is this phosphorylated intermediate which has led to the name ‘P-type’
ATPases. In a later step, the phosphoester bond on the enzyme is broken to harness the
energy for transport (cf. Fig. 3.10c). The phosphorylated aspartic acid is conserved
across all P-type ATPases in the motif DKTGT (in the one-letter amino acid code,
used throughout this book).
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Initial structural work on the Ca-ATPase of the sarcoplasmic reticulum has
revealed three distinct domains [49]. The transmembrane (M) domain encompasses
10 transmembrane helices (Fig. 3.7). A flexible actuator (A) domain characterized by
the conserved motive TGES lies between membrane helices 2 and 3. The phospho-
rylation (P) domain harboring the DKTGT-phosphorylation site and the nucleotide
binding (N) domain with a GDG signature connect membrane helices 4 and 5. Cu
andmost other heavymetal ATPases maintain the three cytoplasmic domains and the
respective conserved sequences, but exhibit a different membrane helix architecture:
they possess two additionalN-terminal helices, but lack the fourC-terminal helices of
the Ca-ATPase and related enzymes (non-heavy metal ATPases). Several additional
features are unique to Cu-ATPases and allows their identification on the basis of the
amino acid sequence: (i) an intramembranous CPx-motif on helix 6 which serves as
the ion gate and has led to the terminology ‘CPx-type’ ATPases, and (ii) a conserved
NP-motif of unknown function in the N-domain, and (iii) one or several N-terminal
metal binding domains (MBD, also called heavy metal-associated (HMA) domains).

The MBDs of Cu-ATPases can be of two types:

(1) A domain of about 70 amino acids containing a conserved CxxC heavy metal
binding motif [8, 50]. This is the most frequent type of MBD and forms a
modular building block that can be repeated various times in the N-terminus of
a Cu-ATPases, e.g. once in most bacterial Cu-ATPases, including CopA of E.
hirae, twice in E. coli CopA and yeast CCC2, four times in fruit fly Cu-ATPase
and six times in the human Cu-ATPases [28]. The reason for the variation in the
number of MBDs and their precise function remain unclear.
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Fig. 3.8 Three-dimensional structure of CopB of E. hirae based on chemical crosslinking and
modelling [52]. Indicated are the A, P, and N-domains, the intramembranous Cu transduction site,
CPX382, the phosphorylation site, D425, the conserved HP465 motif, and the HMB domain with
the conserved C17 and C20 residues. M indicates the membrane. See text for further explanations

(2) A very histidine-rich stretch of amino acids at the N-terminus. This type of
N-terminal MBD is much rarer and has so far only been observed in bacteria. It
is for example found in the N-terminus of CopB of E. hirae. The corresponding
sequence is:

47-HHTHGHMERHQQMDHGHMSGMDHSHMDHE

DMSGMNHSHMGHENMSGMDHSMHM-100

This type of motif (in CopB of E. hirae, 15 histidines in 54 amino acids) has so far
only been observed in single copies in Cu-ATPases. No functional differences are
known between Cu-ATPases with CXXC type MBDs or histidine-rich MBDs.

Currently, only two structures of bacterial copper ATPases are available. AnX-ray
crystallographic structure ofCopA fromLegionella pneumophila shows that the over-
all structure resembles that of eukaryotic Ca-ATPase [51]. The core structures of the
cytoplasmic domain are maintained, but are smaller than in the Ca-ATPase. The N-
terminal HMB domain is not resolved in this structure due to its flexibility. It is how-
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ever apparent in a structure derivedby intramolecular crosslinking, followedbydiges-
tionwith trypsin and identification of the crosslinked fragments bymass spectrometry
(Fig. 3.8) [52]. Functional aspects of Cu-ATPases will be discussed in Sect. 3.4.3.

3.4.2 Evolution of P-Type ATPases

Over the years, the superfamily of P-type ATPases has grown substantially and now
includes P-type ATPases for H+, Na+, K+, Na+K+, K+H+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Ni2+,
Ca2+, Ag+, Cu+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Pb2+, Co2+, Au+, and phospholipids (flippases) [53, 54].
Cu-ATPases belong to the family of P1B-typeATPases, which includes ATPases also
transporting Ag+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Pb2+, and Co2+ (Fig. 3.9). The division of the P-type
ATPase superfamily into families corresponds to the transport specificities rather
than to the phylogeny of species, e.g. the Cu-ATPases of Gram-positive bacteria are
closely related to those of mammalian cells, while the species could not be any more
different. There are two corollaries to this: first, the specificities of P-typeATPases do
not rest in a few key residues, but are an intrinsic property of the entire structure and,
secondly, P-type ATPases most likely arose early in evolution, before the division of
species into prokaryotes and eukaryotes.

In support of this, it has been found that Methanococcus jannaschii harbors a
gene that encodes a predicted protein, MJ0968, of 273 amino acids with sequence
similarity to the P-N domain of P-type ATPases, and thus covering all the amino
acids involved in ATP binding and hydrolysis. When expressed in E. coli, MJ0968
can hydrolyzeATP, autophosphorylates, and is inhibited by orthovanadate, which is a
typical feature of all P-type ATPases [56]. MJ0968 shares the highest sequence iden-
tity (30%) to the P1B-type Cu-ATPase of Helicobacter pylori. The soluble MJ0968
protein may thus be an ancestral P-type ATPase which functions in concert with
other subunits; these subunits may later have become fused to a single-subunit P-type
ATPase. There aremany instances in naturewhere amulti-subunit protein also occurs
in a ‘fused’ version. Finally, the defense against toxic heavymetal ionsmay have been
a priority early in evolution, long before cells started to use copper as a bioelement.
For such an early ‘bilge pump’, function, there was no need for gene regulation. Only
once copper became a bioelement, regulatory systems had to evolve and diversify.
This could explains the range of structurally unrelated copper-responsive regulators
of gene expression we see today. So while the evolution of P-type ATPases started
early and was divergent, that of copper-responsive transcriptional regulators started
late and was convergent, by adapting existing regulators to copper (see Sect. 3.5).

The twoE. hirae copper ATPases, CopA andCopB,marked the discovery of ATP-
driven copper transport across cell membranes in 1992 (cf. Fig. 3.2) (Odermatt et al.
[1]). It may be hard to comprehend this today but at that time, there was no concept
of how copper crosses cell membranes. A favored concept invoked nonspecific pene-
tration of the lipid bilayer by copper ions. The surprising discovery that E. hirae pos-
sesses not one, but twocopperATPases had led to the concept that one serves in copper
import and the other in copper export [57]. Later work by others however showed
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Fig. 3.9 Unrooted phylogenetic tree based on the core sequences of 159 P-type ATPases. Some
areas which are not connected to the rest of the tree have been enlarged by 40% to clarify the
distributionof species.When the substrate specificity of theATPases present in each family is known,
it corresponds in all cases to the name of the family. The numbers of the sequences correspond to
the numbers defined in Table 1 of Ref. [55]. Black branches,ATPases of Bacteria and Archaea; grey
branches, ATPases of Eukarya. The P-type ATPases from fully sequenced organisms are marked
with the following symbols: ◗ Escherichia coli; � Haemophilus influenzae; ▲ Methanococcus
jannaschii; ◆ Mycoplasma genitalium; ▼ Mycoplasma pneumoniae; ★ Saccharomyces cerevisiae;
● Synechocystis PCC6803. The transport specificities of the ATPases are indicated as follows:HM,
heavy metals; NAS, no assigned specificity; PL, phospholipids. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [55]

that both enzymes catalyze copper export from the cytoplasm, albeit at different rates
[58], and that one enzyme serves in the extrusion of excess cytoplasmic copper, while
the other is required for the metallation of enzymes in the periplasmic space.
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3.4.3 Copper ATPase Function

The reason for an organism to have two copper ATPase became clear from the study
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. It could be shown that CopA1 is required to maintain
low cytoplasmic copper (for copper tolerance), while CopA2 is required to provide
copper to the periplasm for cytochrome c oxidase metallation [59]. E. hirae or the
related Lactococcus lactis IL1403 both feature two Cu-ATPases, of which only one
could be shown to provide copper tolerance (CopB in E. hirae, CopA in L. lactis)
[9]. The other Cu-ATPases do not convey copper tolerance and presumably serve in
the metallation of cuproenzymes in the extracytoplasmic space (see Sect. 4.8.). No
Cu-containing enzyme is known in either of these organisms, but it has to be kept in
mind that (i) only about 70% of the genes of an organism have an assigned function,
(ii) 70% of the assigned functions are wrong and (iii), these organisms are grown
under unnatural conditions in the laboratory, limiting any biochemical/physiological
study [60].

Most of the evidence for the function of ATPases, such as Cu-ATPases rests on
indirect evidence, such as gene induction by copper, conferring of copper tolerance
and/or loss of copper tolerance in a KOmutant. For only a fewATPases was transport
demonstrated directly. CopB of E. hiraewas the first Cu-ATPase for which transport
was directly demonstrated, using 64Cu+ inmembrane vesicles [61]. It could be shown
that Cu+, rather than Cu2+, was the substrate of the enzyme. Ag+, which is a mimetic
of Cu+, was transported by CopB at the same rate and with the same affinity as Cu+.
Given the evolutionary conservation of copper ATPases from bacteria to man, it is
likely that Cu+ is the substrate of all copper ATPases.

One report of Cu2+ rather than Cu+-transport by CopB of Archaeoglobus fulgidus
has appeared [62], but could not be verified in this authors laboratory. A. fulgidus
CopB is active at 75 °C, but at that temperature, Cu2+ greatly stimulates sponta-
neous ATP hydrolysis; so the observation of Cu2+-transport is probably an artifact
(M. Solioz, unpublished observations). Cu2+-transport by an ATPase has also been
reported for microsomes [63], but has never been verified. Voskoboinik et al. [64]
demonstratedCu+ transport by the humanMenkesCu-ATPase (ATP7A) inmembrane
vesicles. This system later allowed the authors to analyzed the impact of Menkes dis-
ease mutations or mutations in the N-terminal MBDs on the function of the ATPase
[65, 66]. Ag+ also appears to be transported by the eukaryotic copper ATPases since
Ag+ shows a distribution similar to copper in tissues, the liver, and milk [67].

The reasons for the relatively few copper transport studies that have been con-
ducted lies in technical handicaps. First, there are no convenient copper isotopes:
64Cu is relatively easy to produce, but has a half-life of only 13 h, so its use is
restricted to a few labs in the vicinity of a research reactor; 67Cu with a more con-
venient half-life of 62 h is difficult to make and thus hard to obtain. 110mAg+ with
a half-life of 250 d would be an extremely useful isotope for copper research, but
is, for unknown reasons, no longer available anywhere in the Western world. As an
alternative, some labs have turned to the use of the natural, stable isotopes, 63Cu and
65Cu, but this requires more expensive instrumentation and does not provide tracer-
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sensitivity. Secondly, the reconstitution of purified membrane proteins into artificial
liposomes is a dying art, only still practiced by a few aficionados.

More recent work has address themechanism of copper transport by Cu-ATPases.
In addition to the N-terminal MBD, all copper ATPases feature a conserved CPC,
CPN, or CPS motif in transmembrane helix 6. This motif has been shown to be
part of two copper binding sites which are buried in the membrane. In CopA of A.
fulgidus, C380, C382, and Y682 were postulated to form site 1, and D683, M711,
and S715 site 2 and the transport of two copper ions per cycle has been postulated
[58, 68]. The six amino acid residues for the two copper sites are distributed between
transmembrane helices 6, 7, and 8. These findings were based on site-directed muta-
genesis andmodelling, but in absence of a three-dimensional structure of theATPase.
The binding of two Cu+ per transport site was also measure for the two Arabidopsis
thaliana copper ATPases in a static state [69].

A different concept was derived in more recent biochemical and molecular-
dynamics study of L. pneumophila CopA, for which a structure is available [51].
In this ATPase, a copper ‘entry’ site was postulated to be formed by M148 and C382
and an intramembranous ‘exit’ site formed by C384, E689, and M717 (Fig. 3.10)
[70]. A different architecture of the two copper sites was proposed by Mattle et al.
[71], involving M148, C382 and C384 for the copper entry site and C382, C384 and
M717 for the exit site. Recent measurements of the copper transport stoichiometry of
E. coli CopA in giant unilamellar liposomes arrived at a transport stoichiometry of
one Cu+ per ATP [72]. Clearly, more work is required to understand copper transport
by P1B-type ATPases at the molecular level.

The well characterized eukaryotic P-type ATPases all catalyze an antiport mech-
anism, namely 3 Na+/2 K+-, K+/H+-, and Ca2+/2 H+-exchange. Based on the current
mechanistic principles of P-type ATPases, it could be expected that copper ATPases
catalyze electroneutral Cu+/H+-exchange. The Cu+ ion will require a negative charge
at the binding site. Cu+ release could then be thermodynamically facilitate by a pro-
ton entering that site. However, this will be difficult to show experimentally. For
one, only few laboratories still master the art of membrane protein reconstitution
and transport measurements with vesicles. In addition, copper ATPases have much
lower turnover rates than ATPases transporting alkali metal ions, which make proton
flux measurements very difficult because of the high H+ leak rate of reconstituted
membrane vesicles.

Cu-ATPases transportCu+ by the standardP-typeATPasemechanism [47, 48]. It is
now clear that Cu+ ions bound to the N-terminal ATPase MBDs are not for transport,
but fulfil a poorly understood regulatory role (Fig. 3.10b). In vitro, purified copper
ATPases can be stimulated by nano- to micromolar concentrations of copper [74].
In the cell, free Cu+ may present at concentrations as low as 10−21 M [75] and Cu+

for transport must be scavenged and delivered to the ATPase by copper chaperones.
These will dock to a special ‘platform’ on the ATPase for Cu+ delivery. Transfer of
the Cu+ to the ATPase involves protein-protein interaction and exploits a gradient
of increasing copper-binding affinity [76]. Cu+ is released from the chaperone via
ligand exchange and transferred to the ATPase. Cu+ transport is coupled to ATP
hydrolysis, which provides the energy to pump against a concentration gradient.
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Fig. 3.10 Concept of copper pumping illustrated with CopA of E. hirae. A. Model of the CopA
structure, with the position of the CPC motif in the membrane (M) indicated and a blow-up of the
two intramembranous copper binding sites. The Entry site is formed by M148 and C382, and the
Exit site by C384, N689, and M717; H6, H7, and H8 indicate the helices harboring these amino
acids. B. The two different entry pathways for copper: 1, delivery of Cu+ to the MBD in the N-
terminus for regulatory purposes; 2, Cu+ delivery to the Cu+-transport site. C. Proposed reaction
cycle for bacterial copper ATPases (Adapted from Ref. [73]). See text for explanations
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During pumping, the enzyme cycles between two conformations, E1 and E2,
involving a number of discrete steps (Fig. 3.10c). Cytoplasmic copper binds to the
E2 form of the ATPase, inducing a conformational change to Cu•E1. Following ATP-
binding to form Cu•E1•ATP, the γ-phosphate of ATP is transferred to the aspartic
acid residue of the conserved DKTGT motif under conservation of the high-energy
phosphate bond, resulting in Cu•E1~P•ADP. The formation of this acyl-phosphate
intermediate, generally designated as ‘~P’ (pronounced “squiggle-P”) is a unique
feature of P-type ATPases. Next, ADP is released from the enzyme and the energy of
the high-energy acylphosphate bond on the enzyme is used to accomplish a confor-
mational change to Cu•E2-P, from which Cu+ is released to the outside of the cell,
forming E2-P. Finally, Pi (inorganic phosphate) is released, taking the enzyme back
to the E2 form.

3.5 Copper-Regulated Gene Expression

In contrast to copper ATPases, which are closely related across phyla, copper-
responsive regulators of gene expression form a diverse group of proteins. As stated
previously, once copper became a bioelement, copper-responsive regulators of gene
expression had to evolve. This probably happened by convergent evolution of pre-
existing regulatory protein, which would explain the range of structurally unrelated
copper-responsive regulators we see today.

Currently, five families of structurally and functionally distinct copper-dependent
transcriptional regulators are known [77]. They are namedby their foundingmembers
ArsR-, MerR-, CsoR-, CopY-, or TetR-type regulators (Fig. 3.11). The CopY-type
repressor will be discussed in detail below and gene regulation by CsoR- and CueR-
type repressors and by two-component regulatory systems (CusRS) which primarily
occur in Gram-negative bacteria will be described in Chap. 4.

CopY of E. hirae is the archetype of copper-responsive transcriptional regulators
present inmany Firmicutes [19, 78]. TheNMR structure of theDNA-binding domain
of CopY revealed that it is a winged-helix protein [79]. The native CopY was too
insoluble for structural work, so only a structure of the N-terminal DNA binding
domain could be obtained [79]. In the Zn(II)-form, CopY is dimeric and binds to the
cop promoter, which features the consensus binding motif TACAnnTGTA. If copper
becomes excessive in the cytoplasm, Cu(I)CopZ donates Cu+ to the repressor. This
displaces the bound Zn2+ in a ligand-transfer mechanism (Fig. 3.12) and converts the
repressor to the Cu(I)2CopY form, which loses DNA binding affinity, monomerizes,
and eventually gets degraded (cf. Fig. 3.2) [80–82]. This allows transcription of the
cop operon to proceed. X-ray absorption studies showed that the Cu+ ions moved
from, what was best fit by a diagonal coordination in CopZ, to an unambiguously
trigonal coordination in CopY, in line with the expected formation of a compact
(Cu+)2-thiolate in the CXCXXXXCXC metal coordination site of CopY [82].
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Fig. 3.13 Images of the surface charges of CopZ, MNKr2, and MNKr2K4. Positively charged
surfaces are blue, negatively charged ones are red. The lysine residues of CopZ presumed to be
critical for interaction with CopY are indicated. On MNKr2, the amino acid residues which were
mutated to lysine are shown. MNKr2K4 shows the gain-of-function mutant with the lysine residues
introduced by site-directed mutagenesis

By surface plasmon resonance analysis, it could be shown that copper transfer
from CopZ to CopY involved protein-protein interaction and affinity and rate con-
stants could be derived for individual interaction steps [83]. Structural work on the
yeast chaperone, ATX1, and its cognate target, the N-terminal domain of the CCC2
Cu-ATPase, had yielded a detailed picture of the interaction of the two protein [42].
The interaction was found to be mainly of an electrostatic nature, with some hydro-
gen bonds stabilizing the complex. However, CopZ exhibits a different pattern of
charged residues. To mimic CopZ function with another chaperone, MNKr2, the
second CopZ-like HMB domain of the human Menkes Cu-ATPase (amino acids
164–181 of ATP7A), was mutated such that four lysine residues were in positions
similar to the four lysines of CopZ (mutations Q38K, R39K, D45K, and N46K,
Fig. 3.13). This mutant MNKr2K4 could actually activate the CopY repressor, just
like CopZ, by donating Cu+ to CopY [82]. This gain-of-function mutation exper-
iment highlights two important concepts: first, protein-protein interaction defines
the target of a chaperone, and secondly, MBDs in the N-termini of Cu-ATPases are
indeed chaperone equivalents.

3.6 Copper Buffering/Storage

GSH or alternative low-molecular weight thiols like mycothiol, bacillithiol, or γ-
L-glutamyl-L-cysteine have been identified in the cytoplasm of most prokaryotes
[84–87]. GSH and other thiols are in equilibrium with the oxidized, dimeric form,
which is GSSG in the case of GSH. The GSH/GSSG redox couple helps to maintain
a negative cytoplasmic redox potential in growing cells [88]. In the absence of GSH,
another small-molecular weight thiol in all likelihood takes the role of GSH.
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It was shown that under anaerobic conditions, GSH enhances copper toxicity
through the formation of GS–Cu–SG complexes (two GSH molecules complexing
one Cu) which presumably donate copper to enzyme sites reserved for other transi-
tion metals (see Chap. 2) [89]. However, under aerobic conditions, complexation of
copper (and other heavy metal ions) appears to offer protection against toxicity (cf.
Fig. 3.2) [90–93]. Why GS–Cu–SG complexes are toxic under anaerobic conditions,
but detoxifying under aerobic conditions remains to be explore. It was shown that E.
coli cells devoid of the GSH biosynthetic pathway were considerably more sensitive
to killing by copper compared to wild-type cells [94]. The effect became particularly
apparent in the absence of a functioning copper ATPase. Streptococcus pneumoniae
cannot synthesize GSH, but can take it up via an ABC-type transporter [95]. When
GSH was supplied to growing S. pneumonia, the cells became considerably more
resistant to copper, but also to the non-redox-active heavy metals cadmium and zinc.
GSH was also shown to increase resistance towards Hg2+ and arsenite (AsO2−) in E.
coli [90]. Clearly, GSH can prevent cells from heavymetal toxicity, especially if they
are compromised in other ways, such as by mutation or other stresses conditions.
But it must be emphasized that wild-type cells are quite well endowed to deal with
various ‘every-day’ stress conditions and that GSH and similar systems should be
viewed as back-up systems under special conditions.

In eukaryotic cells, metallothioneins play an important role in the defense against
metal ion toxicity and can be considered a first-line defense [96]. Although metal-
lothioneins are not routinely detected in Gram-positive bacteria, they do occur in
some organisms. In Mycobacterium tuberculosis, a 4.9 kDa cysteine-rich protein
which functions as a metallothionein was identified and termed MymT (mycobacte-
rial metallothionein) [97]. The protein is induced by copper or cadmium and helps
to protect the organism against copper toxicity. In vitro, MymT binds up to six cop-
per ions in a solvent shielded environment, which is typical for metallothioneins. The
amino acid sequence of MymT was found to be highly conserved among pathogenic
mycobacteria.

Another cytosolic copper storage protein, Csp3, first discovered inMethylosinus
trichosporium OB3b (see also Chap. 4), was found to also be present in Bacillus
subtilis [98]. The crystal structures of B. subtilis and M. trichosporium Csp3 have
been solved and revealed a remarkable structure of four 4-helix-bundle monomers,
arranged in a tetrameric structure which can bind up to 80 copper atoms via thiolate
bonds. Based on the absence of a translocation signal, it was assumed that the protein
has a cytoplasmic location. Other bacterial copper storage proteins will surely still
be discovered, but contrary to eukaryotic metallothioneins, they promise to be more
diverse in bacteria than in eukaryotes [99].

3.7 Copper Loading of Cuproenzymes

Little is known about the metallation of cuproenzymes in Gram-positive organisms,
but the topic is covered extensively in Chap. 4 for Gram-negative bacteria. The
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main reason for the limited knowledge of cuproenzyme formation in Gram-positives
may lay in the fact that copper-containing proteins are not very widespread in these
organisms. From the study of Gram-negative organisms, it has become clear that
copper containing enzymes are either periplasmic or integral cytoplasmic membrane
proteins. For the metallation of these proteins, copper is usually exported from the
cytoplasm by dedicated ‘assembly transporters’, rather than drawn from the periplas-
mic copper pool. E. hirae possesses two copper ATPases, CopA and CopB, which
are co-regulated by copper. [1, 2]. It was found that only CopB functions as a copper
export ATPase that provides copper tolerance to the organism [57, 61]. It was later
found that it is rather common for bacteria to have two ormore copperATPaseswhich
serve different functions: a high-turnover copper ATPase serves in copper extrusion
to provide copper tolerance, while a second, low-turnover copper ATPase is required
for metallation of one or several cuproenzymes in the periplasm or the cytoplasmic
membrane (see Chap. 4). So in the case of E. hirae, CopB serves in copper tolerance,
while CopA could be involved in the metallation of a cuproenzyme in the cytoplas-
mic membrane or the periplasm. However, no such enzyme has been discoverd to
date and future work will have to show if this concept also holds true.

3.8 Copper Regulons and Accessory Defense Mechanisms

The CopR repressor of L. lactis is a CopY-type repressor (see Sect. 3.5) and like
most of these, recognize a TACAnnTGTA inverted repeat, also called the ‘cop-
box’ (Fig. 3.14a) [100]. By performing a genome-wide search for cop-boxes in L.
lactis IL1403, Magnani et al. [9] identified 14 genes, organized into four operons
and two monocistronic genes, which are all under the control of CopR and thus
copper-inducible. This so-called ‘CopR Regulon’ encompasses the copRZA copper
resistance operon, which encodes the CopR repressor, the CopZ copper chaperone,
and the CopA copper export ATPase (Fig. 3.14b). A monocistronic gene encodes
a second copper ATPase, CopB. This enzyme could not be shown to confer cop-
per tolerance to L. lactis and probably serves in the metallation of enzymes (see
Sect. 3.7.).

Other genes of the CopR regulon have no direct association with copper. The
function of several of these genes was elucidated and revealed fascinating ‘acces-
sory’ copper resistance mechanisms. A putative function could also be assigned to
the lctO gene, encoding a NAD-independent lactate oxidase. This enzyme catalyzes
the reaction L-lactate+O2 →pyruvate+H2O2. L-lactate is a waste-product of fer-
mentative growth of L. lactis and is produced in large amounts. Lactate oxidation
could serve to eliminate molecular oxygen under copper stress conditions and thus
lower overall stress (Fig. 3.15) [101]. A similar mechanism has been proposed for the
oxygen-consuming NADH oxidase of Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus
[102].

The ytjD gene of the CopR regulon encodes a nitroreductase, which was named
CinD (copper-induced nitroreductase D). CinD is a flavoprotein which can reduce
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2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol, 4-nitroquinoline-N-oxide, and other nitroaromatic
compounds, using NADH as reductant [103]. CinD is thus a copper-induced nitrore-
ductase which can protect L. lactis against nitrosative stress that could be exerted by
nitroaromatic compounds in the presence of copper.

Finally, an exciting function could also be assigned to some genes of the yahCD-
yaiAB operon of the CopR regulon [104]. Hydroquinones occur naturally, but are also
widely used in industrial activities. Hydroquinones alone are benign to bacteria, but
copper catalyzes their rapid conversion to highly toxic p-benzoquinones. Combined
quinone/copper exposure is thus a threat to bacteria that is alleviated by the copper-
induced yahCD-yaiAB operon. It encodes YaiB, a flavoprotein that converts toxic p-
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Fig. 3.15 Accessory copper defense mechanisms. a LctO oxidase converts L-lactate to pyruvate,
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reduces nitroaromatic compounds which can cause nitrosative stress in combination with copper. c
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benzoquinones back to benign hydroquinones, usingNADPHas reductant, andYaiA,
which degrades hydroquinones. Deletion of yaiB causes complete growth arrest of L.
lactis under combined quinone/copper stress, showing the physiological importance
of this operon. Importantly, this mechanism was revealed by a mini-systems biology
approach and would not have been discovered by studies under laboratory growth
conditions. Most lactococcal and many streptococcal species possess yaiA and yaiB-
like genes, possibly due to their preferential association with plants, which are rich
in quinones. Also, CopR-type regulons are widespread in bacteria, particularly in
lactic acid bacteria, and more fascinating work can be awaited in this area.

A similar quinone resistance network was identified in Bacillus subtilis, but rather
than by copper, it is activated via redox sensing by two repressors, YodB and CatR
[105]. YodB controls the expression azoreductase AzoR1, the nitroreductase YodC,
and the Spx regulator. In addition, YodB and CatR together also control the expres-
sion of the oxidoreductase CatD, and the thiol-dependent dioxygenase CatE. Another
repressor, MhqR, controls the expression of a set of paralogous genes, but the mech-
anism of induction remains unknown. Clearly, there is a wealth of accessory mech-
anisms to control copper toxicity in bacteria. Such mechanisms might often not be
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relevant to standard laboratory growth conditions and are therefore difficult to dis-
cover, but they are most likely decisive for survival in natural habitats and/or in
complex bacterial communities.
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Chapter 4
Copper Homeostasis in Gram-Negative
Bacteria

Abstract Copper homeostasis in Gram-negative organisms is complicated by the
two cell membranes and the periplasmic space. The thinking of how copper enters
bacteria like E. coli has undergone some changes recently and new concepts have
emerged.Also, the elusiveCopZ-like copper chaperone has finally been discovered in
E. coli. While the extrusion of excess copper via the CopA copper ATPase and the
CusCFBA transporter and the regulation of these systems appear fairly clear, there
are still major open questions concerning the metallation of cuproenzymes. Some
provocative new concepts will be proposed.

Keywords Gram-negative · Escherichia coli · Two-component regulator
RND-transporter · Periplasm · Multicopper oxidase · Copper uptake
Photosynthesis · Cyanobacteria · Methanogens

Gram-negative copper homeostasis is best understood in E. coli, which is here used
as the paradigm; other organisms are discussed to highlight special aspects and dif-
ferences. There are still no general concepts for copper uptake by Gram-positive bac-
teria. Some specific uptake systems that have been reported will be discussed. Very
recent work for the first time describes copper uptake by E. coli with a chalkophore,
a mechanism previously only known for methanogens (Fig. 4.1). Such a mechanism
could poof to be more universal than anticipated. Copper entering the cytoplasm
is complexed by the CopZ-like copper chaperone, which directs it to regulators
of gene expression and the CopA ATPases for export into the periplasmic space.
An RND-type transporters, CusCFBA, extrudes periplasmic copper to the outside
of the cell with the help of a special periplasmic copper chaperone, CusF. Addi-
tional defense against copper is provided by the periplasmic CueO-type multicop-
per oxidases, which can oxidized Cu+ to less toxic Cu2+ and catechols to copper-
binding pigments. Finally, the ComR/ComC system can reduce the permeability of
the outer membrane for copper. Three different type of copper-responsive regulatory
systems are involved in this network: a CsoR- and a TetR-type (ComR) regulator,
and the CusRS two-component regulatory system. The metallation of cuproenzymes
will also be discussed, with special emphasis on photosynthetic cyanobacteria and
methanogens.
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Fig. 4.1 Cartoon of copper homeostasis in E. coli. 1. Copper can traverse the outer membrane non-
specifically via porins, and the plasma membrane fortuitously as a complex with organic substrates;
2. cytoplasmic copper is complexed by the CopZ copper chaperone and induces the expression of
the CopA copper efflux ATPase, the CueO multicopper oxidase, and the ComC outer membrane
protein; 3. CopA pumps excess cytoplasmic copper to the periplasmic space; 4. Cu+ gets oxidized to
less toxic Cu2+; 5. ComC reduces nonspecific copper entry into the periplasm; 6. excess periplasmic
copper induces, via CusRS, the CusC3B6A3 copper transporter and the CusF copper chaperone,
which together transport periplasmic copper across the outer membrane; 7. GSH and copper bind-
ing proteins interact with copper for detoxification or safe storage; 8. Cytochrome c oxidase, Cox,
located in the cytoplasmic membrane, is metallated from the periplasm

4.1 Copper Uptake by Gram-Negative Bacteria

4.1.1 ATPase-Driven Copper Uptake

There have been a number of claims of copper acquisition by P1B-type copper
ATPases (e.g. [1–6]). These and other reports on ATPase-catalyzed copper uptake
were based on indirect observations, never direct copper transport, and were single
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reports without any follow-up work. It is probably safe to conclude that they were
misinterpretations of complex phenomena. A large body of more recent evidence
supports the view that all P1B-type copper ATPases catalyze copper export.

4.1.2 Chalkophore Mediated Copper Uptake by E. coli

A chalkophore-mediated copper uptake system is described in Chap. 3 for Gram-
positive organisms, but the mechanism has recently been extended to E. coli. Dur-
ing urinary tract infection, E. coli expresses not only its prototype siderophore
enterobactin, but a range of structurally different siderophores, presumably to
acquire sparse iron [7]. It was argued that expressing different siderophores (stealth
siderophores) would help to escape the scavenging of Fe3+-siderophore complexes
by the infection-associated protein siderocalin, which renders the iron inaccessible
to E. coli.

The prominent virulence-associated siderophore yersiniabactin (Ybt) was first
described in Yersinia pestis, but is often secreted alongside enterobactin by E. coli
and Klebsiella pneumoniae during infection [8]. Ybt production is directed by the
Yersinia high pathogenicity island, which encodes Ybt biosynthetic enzymes and
membrane transporters. These genes are highly induced during urinary tract infec-
tions. It had been known for some time that some siderophores can also bind cop-
per and Cu(II)-Ybt had been identified in urine from patients infected with Ybt-
expressing E. coli [7].

Koh et al. [9] recently showed that Cu(II)-Ybt actually can serve as a nutritional
source of copper for E. coli during urinary tract infections (Fig. 4.2). Cu(II)-Ybt
is taken up into the periplasmic space by FyuA (ferric yersiniabactin uptake A),
a TonB-dependent outer membrane transporter. TonB is an inner-membrane com-
plex that couples the electrochemical potential across the cytoplasmic membrane to
a variety of outer-membrane transporters [10]. It is a typical uptake mechanism for
metal-siderophore complexes, but also for vitaminB12, carbohydrates and other com-
pounds. From the periplasmic space, Cu(II)-Ybt is transported across the cytoplasmic
membrane by an ABC-type (ATP-binding cassette type) transporter, consisting of
YbtP and YbtQ. The Cu2+ is converted to Cu+, probably upon entering the reducing
environment of the cytoplasm, which leads to Cu+ dissociation fromYbt. This is sup-
ported by the inability to release redox-inactive Ga3+ from Ybt. Demetallated Ybt is
then recycled by secretion through unknown transport systems. In a strain expressing
a periplasmic copper amine oxidase, this activity was enhanced by the presence of
the Ybt-system which could apparently contribute to the delivery of copper to this
oxidase; this copper is thus routed through the cytoplasm.

The Ybt-directed copper uptake system of uropathogenic E. coli raises of course
the question of how many of the over 500 known siderophores also, or even pre-
dominantly, act as chalkophores and how wide-spread such a mechanism is “in the
wild”. Most research on copper homeostasis was conducted on laboratory organisms
under laboratory growth conditions, which are usually optimized for fast growth or
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Fig. 4.2 Uptake of Cu(II)-Ybt directed by theYersinia high pathogenicity island. Cu(II)-Ybt is
transported across the outermembrane by FyuA (ferric yersiniabactin uptakeA), driven by the TonB
complex, involving TonB, ExbB, and ExbD. From the periplasmic space, Cu(II)-Ybt is transported
across the cytoplasmic membrane by the ABC-type transporter, YbtPQ. In the cytoplasm, Cu(II) is
reduced to Cu(I), which leads to its dissociation from Ybt and apo-Ybt is recycled

other experimental requirements. In addition, they are almost always monocul-
tures, while in nature, bacteria always grow in complex communities. The Yersinia
high pathogenicity island and similar structures are highly mobile and can jump
between species. Conceivably, under real-life conditions, chalkophore-mediated cop-
per uptake is the rule rather than the exception.

As a corollary to copper-sequestration by Ybt, this mechanism could also serve as
a defense during infection. While hosts usually restrict metal ions during infection,
the situation is different in the phagosomes of macrophages [11, 12]. Upon infection,
the copper ATPase ATP7A is recruited to the phagosomal membrane and copper is
actively pumped into the phagosome. The oxidizing environment and the activity
of CueO-type multicopper oxidases would oxidize Cu+ to Cu2+, which binds to
chalkophores or siderophores with high affinity.
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4.1.3 Chalkophore Mediated Copper Uptake
by Methanotrophs

Methanotrophic organisms require copper for the synthesis of membrane-bound
methane monooxygenase (particulate, pMMO). They can take up copper with the
help of methanobactins (Mbt). Mbt of M. trichosporium OB3b is a small, 1.2 kDa
peptides of 8–10 amino acids that are heavily modified posttranslationally (Fig. 4.3a)
[13].Mbt is ribosomally synthesized as precursor proteins with a secretion signal that
is cleaved. Next to the methanobactin structural gene, mbtA, there are up to a dozen
or more additional genes, organized into one or two operons, including two putative
biosynthetic genes,mbnB andmbnC, and additional biosynthetic proteins like amino-
transferases, sulfotransferases and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)-dependent oxi-
doreductases. In addition, there are genes for a conserved set of transporters, includ-
ingmultidrug exporters andTonB-dependent transporters, and a di-heme cytochrome
c peroxidase. All these genes are probably involved in methanobactin synthesis,
secretion, and uptake [14]. Methanobactins of varying chemical composition have
been isolated from different methanotrophs [15].

Mbt is probably secreted into the periplasmic space by MbnM and across
the periplasmic membrane by unknown proteins in the periplasmic mem-
brane (Fig. 4.3b). Secreted Mbt binds Cu2+ from the environment with high affinity,
followed by reduction of the bound copper to Cu+. Cu+-Mbt is actively taken up
into the periplasmic space by a TonB-dependent transporter in the outer membrane
(MbnT) by a process that is driven by the proton motive force [16]. Transport from
the periplasm into the cytoplasm appears to be catalyzed by an ABC-type transporter
and is powered by ATP. Copper-limitation stimulated Mbt secretion.

It has been suggested that methanobactins not only serve in copper acquisition,
but could also provide protection against other heavy metals like mercury or gold,
which are also complexed by these molecules but not taken up by cells. Furthermore,
methanobactins could conceivably have a signaling function in bacterial communities
[15]. Clearly, there is still much to be learned aboutmethanobactins and chalkophores
in general. However, in terms of copper acquisition, a new concept starts to emerge,
namely, that many, if not most bacterial species can take up copper bound to small,
organic ligands, or chalkophores,which have either been synthesized by the organism
itself or by another species in the community. Like siderophores for iron acquisition,
methanobactins can thus be shared in a bacterial community, that is, one species can
utilize the methanobactin produced by another species [16]. Methylococcus capsu-
latus (Bath) was found to secrete a 60 kDa copper-binding protein, MopE, which is
located on the cell surface, but also released into the medium in a truncated form.
MopE binds one Cu+ with high affinity and one Cu2+ with low affinity [17]. The
role of MopE in M. capsulatus remains unclear, but the protein could conceivably
function in the scavenging of copper outside the cell.
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Fig. 4.3 Ligand-guided copper uptake byM. trichosporiumOBb3.aStructure of themethanobactin
ofM. trichosporium OB3b, of molecular weight 1217 Da. b The chalkophore (brown semi-circles)
may be secreted into the periplasmic space by MbnM and to the outside by an unknown pro-
tein in the periplasmic membrane. Cu+ (blue spheres) is scavenged from the environment by the
chalkophore and the Cu-chalkophore complex is actively taken up into the periplasmic space by
a TonB-dependent transporter (MbnT). Uptake into the cytoplasm is probably accomplished by a
chelate ABC-transporter. Copper could is released from Mbt either in the periplasmic space or in
the cytoplasm
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4.1.4 Other Proposed Copper Uptake Systems

There have been a number of reports of bacterial copper uptake systems. However,
none of these systems has unequivocally been shown to catalyze copper uptake. Con-
ceivably, these systems have different functions in copper homeostasis and further
work will be required. See also Sect. 4.8. for additional information.

4.1.4.1 Copper Uptake by CopD-like Proteins

In P. fluorescens SBW25, CopD was proposed to mediate copper transport into
the cytoplasm. The expression of the copCD operon is controlled by the CopRS
two-component regulatory system [18]. Mutants devoid of CopCD or CopS were
more tolerant to copper, while overexpression of CopCD reduced copper tolerance.
From these observations, it was concluded that CopD is a copper uptake system.
CopD is predicted to be a membrane protein with eight transmembranous helices,
while CopC was shown to be a periplasmic protein with binding sites for Cu+ and
Cu2+ and presumably functions as a copper chaperone [19]. CopC fromMethylosinus
trichosporiumOB3b, however, only features a single Cu2+ binding site [20]. Bacillus
subtilisYcnJ is a CopCD fusion and has also been implicated in copper transport into
the cytoplasm, chiefly based on the study of gene regulation [21]. Overexpression
of the copCD genes in Pseudomonas syringae also led to copper accumulation and
hypersensitivity to copper [22]. While the evidence for a role of CopD in copper
uptake appears convincing, alternative roles for this protein should be considered.
Copper uptake by bacteria is usually assessed by measuring total copper in cells;
copper accumulation only in the periplasmic space would not easily be detected and
could skew the experimental results. As an alternative function for CopD, transport
of copper to the periplasmic space for the metallation of cuproenzymes should also
be considered. Indeed, inMethylosinus trichosporium OB3b, CopCD did not appear
to be critical for copper uptake or the switch between the expression of copper-
containing or iron-containing methane monooxygenase [23].

4.1.4.2 CtaA and PacS of Synechocystis PCC680

Tottey et al. [1] claimed that in the photosynthetic organism Synechocystis PCC680,
copper is supplied to the lumen of the thylakoids by two P1B-type coper ATPases,
CtaA and PacS. It was hypothesized by that CtaA serves in the import of copper into
the cytoplasm and PacS then transports the copper from the cytoplasm into the thy-
lakoid lumen for use in plastocyanin, a copper containing electron transfer protein.
The conclusion was based on very indirect evidence, mainly based on an early study
in which PacSwas localized to the thylakoidmembrane in the cyanobacterium, Syne-
chococcus PCC7942 [24]. However, this was based on a crude membrane separation
without the use of maker enzymes (thylakoid membranes were identified as being
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green). We now know that the biogenesis of thylakoid membranes in cyanobacteria
is complex and that they form a continuum with the cytoplasmic membrane, so there
is no need to transport copper across the cytoplasm [25, 26] (see Sect. 4.8).

4.1.4.3 CcoA of Rhodobacter capsulatus MT1131

It was proposed that CcoA, a major facilitator superfamily (MFS)-type transporter,
imports copper into the cytoplasm for the biogenesis of the cytochrome cbb3-oxidase
in Rhodobacter capsulatusMT1131 [27, 28]. This was based on the following, indi-
rect evidence: amutant inCcoAwas defective in cytochrome cbb3-oxidase and exhib-
ited less copper accumulation, measured on whole cells (not just the cytoplasm!).
Additional support for the hypothesis was drawn from the observation that sponta-
neous revertants of the�ccoAmutant, which again expressed functional cytochrome
cbb3-oxidase were defective in CopA, the major copper exporter. These revertants
were copper sensitive, had raised copper levels, and could again produce functional
cytochrome cbb3-oxidase [28]. Single �copAmutants also had elevated copper lev-
els, were copper sensitive, and produced functional cytochrome cbb3-oxidase. So
elevated copper levels restored cytochrome cbb3-oxidase expression in the absence
of CcoA by an unknown rescue pathway. An alternative explanation of CcoA func-
tion should not be disregarded: that it metallates cytochrome oxidase by transporting
cytoplasmic copper to the periplasm, and not vice versa. The experiments could not
differentiate between cytoplasmic and periplasmic copper levels–only whole-cell
copper levels were measured.

Additional evidence taken in support ofCcoAbeing a copper importerwas derived
from its expression in yeast. In contrast to bacteria, eukaryotic cells depend on cop-
per import across the cytoplasmic membrane, accomplished by Ctr-type transporters
(see Ref. [29] for review). Schizosaccharomyces pombe defective in the plasma
membrane copper importers Ctr4 and Ctr5 is defective in copper uptake and lacks
copper-containing cytochrome c oxidase. It can thus not grow on non-fermentable
carbon sources like glycerol or ethanol. The S. pombe copper transporter Mfc1 is
expressed only during spore formation and is localized in the forespore membrane
of ascospores, where it transports copper into the forespore [30, 31]. If Mfc1 is con-
tinuously expressed from an engineered promoter, it restores cytochrome c oxidase
activity and thus growth on glycerol (if the growth medium is supplemented with
2 μM copper) in the absence of functional Ctr4 and Ctr5. It was shown that under
these conditions, the copper primarily resides in the forespore and could apparently
reach other sites, such as for the synthesis of cytochrome c oxidase, via alternative
pathways. Like Mfc1, R. capsulatus CcoA could also restore growth of the S. pombe
�ctr4/�ctr5 mutant on glycerol [32]. CcoA exhibits 37% sequence similarity to
Mfc1 and it appears likely that CcoA is also localized in the forespore and transports
copper into this compartment, from where copper could reach cytochrome c oxidase
by an alternative route. By site-directed mutagenesis, amino acid residues of CcoA
that are required for copper accumulation by whole cells were identified [33]. So it is
undisputed that CcoA is a copper transporter but in S. pombe, it restored cytochrome
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oxidase metallation by delivering copper to the forespore, and not directly to the
cytoplasm.

Therefore, while many experimental observations could be interpreted as CcoA
delivering copper to the cytoplasm, there could be an alternative explanation: CcoA
normally transports cytoplasmic copper to the periplasmic space to provide it for the
assembly of cytochrome cbb3-oxidase. This results in increased periplasmic copper,
possibly compartmentalized, and thus to an apparent increase in whole-cell copper.
This hypothesis is supported by the observation that an S. pompe �ccoA/�copA
double mutant which lacks the major copper export ATPase, CopA, can still make
functional cytochrome oxidase, presumeanly because higher cytoplasmic copper
allows copper to reach the periplasm by an alternative route. It will be important
to clearly differentiate between cytoplasmic and periplasmic copper levels in these
experiments, and future work will show which of the two hypothesis are correct.

4.2 Copper Chaperones and Synthesis of CopZ in E. coli
by Ribosome Slippage

CopZ-type copper chaperones have been discussed in detail in Chap. 3. There has
been a long and unsuccessful search for a CopZ-type copper chaperone gene in E.
coli. These chaperones consist of only around 70 amino acids and the corresponding
genes are thus only a bit over 200 nucleotides in length. Such small genes are often
missed by automatic annotation programs, particularly if the gene does not start with
themethionine initiator codonATG. However, the puzzle of themissingE. coliCopZ
gene was recently solved by two labs [34, 35]. It was found that by a mechanism of
programmed ribosomal frameshifting, transcription of theCopAcopperATPase gene
is halted after translation of the first MBD (Fig. 4.4). This produces a peptide of 69
amino acid which contains the MBD1 domain and can thus work like a CopZ-type
chaperone.

In addition to the programmed ribosomal frameshifting, the production of a short
mRNA transcript of the copA gene was observed [35]. Most of the copper chaperone
apparently derived from this highly abundant transcript, rather than from the full-
length copA transcript, but the mechanism whereby this short transcript is produced
remains unclear. Overall, the amount of transcribed CopZ exceeded that of CopA
and appears sufficient to fulfil the chaperone function.

Eliminating chaperone expression inE. coli by introducing a correspondingmuta-
tion in theN-terminus of the copA gene did not result in a phenotype. Only in amutant
devoid of GSH synthesis, an increased resistance to a brief copper shock could be
observed [35]. This fits a general pattern that has been observed, namely that CopZ-
like chaperones appear dispensable, at least under laboratory conditions. But the
extreme conservation of CopZ chaperones among bacterial species, and in fact all
forms of life, demonstrate that this function is far from dispensable. As pointed out
already in Chap. 3, laboratory conditions fall short of reflecting the ‘real-life’ sit-
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MBD1     MBD2                      CopA

tctgtaagccacccaaaggctaaaccgctggcggag
CopA S  V  S  H  P  K  A  K  P  L  A  E
CopZ S  V  S  H  P  K G  *

-1 slip
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Fig. 4.4 Generation of CopZ in E. coli by programmed ribosomal frameshifting. a CopA gene with
the two MBDs. b Enlarged region between MBD1 and MBD2, showing the nucleotide sequence
with the normal reading frame punctuated by green boxes and the ‘slippery’ sequence 5′-cccaaag
boxed in blue (followed by a pseudoknot [34]). Slippage of ribosomes by −1 after the underlined
K-residue results in translation of the nucleotides depicted in red, ggctaa, encoding Glycine and a
stop

uation and it will be important to investigate bacterial copper homeostasis also in
natural habitats and in bacterial communities.

Structures which would lead to programmed ribosomal frameshifting were not
only detected in the N-termini of many bacterial copper ATPases, but also in the N-
terminus of the human Wilson copper ATPase, ATP7B [34]. This enzyme catalyzes
copper secretion from the liver into the bile and features six N-terminal MBDs [36].
Premature terminationof translation is predicted tooccur betweenMBD2andMBD3.
This would result in the production of a truncated protein composed of MBD1 and
MBD2. That such a mechanism which produces additional copper chaperones is
conserved among species shows that it must have an evolutionary advantage.

4.3 Copper ATPases

AMerR-type copper-responsive transcriptional activator, CueR, regulates the expres-
sion of two genes important for copper homeostasis: the CopA copper efflux ATPase
and the periplasmic CueO multi-copper oxidase (see Sect. 4.4.) [37]. E. coli appears
to belong to a minority of bacterial species, including Gram-positives, that only pos-
sesses a single copper ATPase. Most bacteria contain two (and some even more)
P1B-type Cu-ATPases with different efflux rates and these enzymes have different
physiological roles: copper ATPases with high efflux rate serve in the detoxification
of the cytoplasm, while alternative ATPase with low efflux rates are engaged in the
metallation of cuproenzymes in the periplasmic space (cf. Sect. 4.8.).
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Fig. 4.5 Periplasmic copper toxicity and detoxification by CueO. Toxic Cu(I) entering the periplas-
mic space either from the outside or from the cytoplasm by extrusion of Cu(I) by CopA can be
oxidized to less toxic Cu(II) by CueO. Alternatively, CueO can oxidize catechol siderophores and
the resultant pigment can oxidize Cu(I) to Cu(II) and bind Cu(II). Molecular oxygen provides the
oxidizing equivalents for CueO

4.4 Extracellular/Periplasmic Copper Oxidation
or Reduction

4.4.1 CueO-Catalyzed Copper Oxidation

CueO of E. coli is a multicopper oxidase (MCO) that has a robust cuprous oxidase
activity which can contribute to copper resistance [38, 39]. E. coli defective in CueO
becomes more sensitive to copper toxicity and this effect is more pronounced in
synthetic growth media compared to complex growth media like Luria-Bertani broth
[40]. One possible contribution of CueO to copper tolerance lies in the oxidation of
toxic Cu+ to Cu2+ (Fig. 4.5) [41, 42]. Cu+ can lead to the generation of very damaging
reactive hydroxyl radicals. Tiron, a superoxide quencher, was able to suppress the
phenotype of a �cueO mutant, suggesting that the generation of oxidative stress in
the periplasm is a toxicity factor (see also Chap. 2) [40]. It should be emphasized
here that superoxide production is not the a priori copper toxicity mechanism in
wild-type E. coli, but it can be observed in �cueOmutants. As such, it could thus be
considered an ‘accessory’ toxicity mechanisms, meaning that such a mechanisms is
not apparent in wild-type cells, but can become significant in amutant cell. A number
of other such mechanisms have been described, but they will not be discussed in this
book.

A second mechanism by which CueO can contribute to copper resistance is by
the oxidation of siderophores and other phenolic compounds to their polyphenols.
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Catechols like the siderophore enterobactin can reduce Cu2+ to toxic Cu+, thereby
fueling the production of reactive oxygen species. The oxidation of catechols results
in the formation of pigments, which on one hand can bind Cu2+, and on the other
hand can also oxidize Cu+ to Cu2+ [39]. So CueO is at the center of a network of
beneficial and detrimental reactions. CueO requires molecular oxygen and is thus a
defense mechanism primarily active under aerobic conditions. Under anaerobic con-
ditions, the CusCFBA copper extrusion system becomes vital to prevent toxicity of
periplasmic copper. A similar role in copper tolerance was also demonstrated for the
MCOs of Brucella melitensis (BmcO), Desulfosporosinus OT, and Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (MmcO) [43–45]. In pathogenic bacteria, MCOs may be an important
virulence factor by supporting survival in phagosomes [12].

In activatedmacrophages, the eukaryotic copperATPase,ATP7A, traffics from the
trans-Golgi network to phagosomes and raises the phagosomal copper concentration
[46, 47]. Such a copper-up response may not be limited to macrophage, but could
occur in a range of cell types in response to internalized bacteria or other factors
such as inflammation [29, 48]. MmcO has been shown to be required for copper
resistance byM. tuberculosis, presumably by oxidizing Cu+ to less toxic Cu2+, thus
aiding survival in the human host [45]. On the other hand, survival of Salmonella
Typhimurium deficient in CueOwas not attenuated in macrophages, but was reduced
in liver and spleen [49]. The MCO of Brucella melitensis, BmcO, did also not affect
survival in macrophages [43].

Clearly, CueO-typeMCO contributes to bacterial copper resistance in culture, but
itmay not be a key factor in all species for survival in phagosomes [50]. Thismay have
multiple underlying reasons. For one, the phagosomal interior may be sufficiently
oxidizing for spontaneous copper oxidation to occur. Secondly, the primary role
of CueO-like enzymes in vivo may not always be the oxidation of copper, but the
oxidation of iron or organic substrates [12]. In a number of species, e.g.Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Legionella pneumophila, orDesulfosporosinusOZ, CueO-like enzymes
were shown to also possess iron oxidase activity, suggesting that they may have a
role iron acquisition [44, 51, 52]. So the connection of MCOs to copper tolerance
and virulence is not straight-forward and several mechanisms may contribute to
phenotypic observation, namely cuprous oxidase activity, ferrous oxidase activity,
phenolic oxidase activity, copper complexation by polyphenols, and iron acquisition.

4.4.2 Copper Reduction Systems

In E. coli, a copper reductase system has been described. It has originally been
ascribed to theNADHdehydrogenaseNDH-2 [53], but laterwork showed that copper
reduction is mainly due to ubiquinone in the cytoplasmic membrane, and only to
a minor extent to NDH-2 in a quinone-independent way [54]. The major copper
reductase activity resembles the non-enzymatic copper reduction observed inL. lactis
at the cytoplasmicmembrane [55] (see Sect. 3.1). Since these reactions do not involve
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enzyme catalysis, they are obviously fortuitous. As such, they are likely to occur on
the cytoplasmic membranes of all bacteria and may well lead to artifacts in certain
type of experiments.

4.5 The ComC/ComR Outer Membrane System

Using a biosensor for cytoplasmic copper, Mermod et al. [56] screened for E. coli
mutants which would have lower influx of copper into the cytoplasm. This led to
the identification of the outer membrane protein ComC. Transcription of comC is
repressed by CopR under low copper conditions. Growth of E. coli in high copper
inducesComC,which ismade as a 12.4 kDaprecursor.Upon export to the outermem-
brane, it is processed to the mature protein of 11 kDa. Increased ComC expression
results in a lower permeability of the outer membrane to copper. Predicted ComC-
like proteins could be identified in all Gram-negative organisms analyzed, but were
absent in Gram-positive bacteria, in line with their lack of an outer membrane.

ComC could reduce the copper permeability of the outer membrane in two ways,
either by directly making the lipid bilayer less copper-permeable, or by interacting
with proteins such a porins, which allow copper to access the periplasmic space. In
either case, these findings shown that copper does not have unrestricted access to the
periplasmic space, such as by uncontrolled diffusion through porins.

The second point of interest raised by this study is the ComR repressor. It is the
first TetR-like repressor which has been linked to copper as the inducer. TetR-like
repressors form a large, diverse group and over 100 crystallographic structures are
known [57]. However, only six of them so far have a proven biological inducer. The
E. coli comR gene is distant to comC on the chromosome and is not regulated by
copper.ComRcouldwell regulate additional genes inE. coli andotherGram-negative
organisms in a copper dependent manner.

The mechanism of regulation of ComC by ComR is not understood in molecu-
lar detail. Like most repressors, ComR is a homodimer consisting of two 26 kDa
monomers and features a helix-turn-helix DNA binding domain and a putative cop-
per binding site formed by C117, M119, and Q179 [56]. In the absence of copper,
ComR binds to the comC promoter and suppresses transcription. Copper releases
ComR from the promoter, allowing transcription to proceed. In addition, expression
of ComR appears to be co-regulated by RpoE, a general regulator of extracytoplas-
mic function proteins, and the cAMP response protein CRP. However, induction of
comC by copper via ComR is much more pronounced than the effects of RpoE and
CRP. Other TetR-like copper-responsive repressors have so far not been describe,
but will certainly exist.
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4.6 Copper Transport Across the Outer Membrane

4.6.1 The E. coli Cus-System and Its Regulation

While Gram-positive bacteria with their single cell membrane can rely on a single
copper effluxATPase for copper tolerance,Gram-negative organisms harbor a second
copper export system, CusCFBA, for copper transport across the outer membrane.
These efflux systems are members of the tripartite resistance–nodulation–cell divi-
sion (RND) family of transporters, consisting of CusCBA in E. coli [58]. CusF is a
periplasmic copper chaperone that scavenges copper in the periplasm and conveys it
to the CusCBA transporter (cf. Fig. 4.1).

The CusCFBA copper transport system has been well characterized in E. coli
(see Ref. [59] for review). It is a big complex of stoichiometry CusC3B6A3 that is
anchored in the cytoplasmic membrane by CusA, spans the periplasmic space, and
connects to the outer membrane via CusC. The crystal structure of a CusB6–CusA3

complex shows that 12 transmembranous helixes of each CopA monomer form the
anchor in the cytoplasmic membrane [60]. Six CusB subunits sit on top of the CusA
trimer and aCusC trimer forms an ion channel that is anchored in the outermembrane
by a β-barrel structure [61]. Substrate binding occurs via CusA, where Cu+ (or Ag+)
could enter via a periplasmic cleft or from the cytoplasm. However, it is believed that
CusCBA predominately or even exclusively transports periplasmic copper across the
outer membrane [62]. Transport is driven by the proton-motive force across the inner
membrane.

Copper in the periplasmic space can originate either from the outside by leakage
across the outer membrane or from the cytoplasm, by transport into the periplasmic
space byCopA. It has been shown thatCopAcandirectly donateCu+ toapo-CusF; the
resultant Cu+–CusF complex in turn can donateCu+ toCusB of theCusCBAcomplex
for transport across the outer membrane [58, 63]. This allows precise targeting of
copper to the cellular export pathway. Copper handling in the periplasm may in fact
attain a high degree of complexity. In Sinorhizobium meliloti, five different Cu+-
ATPases may pump copper into the periplasmic space, where two putative CusF
chaperones and two SenC-like proteins participate in the routing of Cu+ for export,
metallation of cytochrome c oxidase, and possibly other functions [64].

Expression of the cusCFBA operon is under the control of the CusRS two-
component regulatory system, a type of regulatory system exclusively found in
Gram-negative organisms [65]. CusS is a sensor kinase that traverses the cytoplas-
mic membrane and senses copper in the periplasmic space. When copper binds to
CusS, a conserved histidine of the protein autophosphorylates, followed by phos-
photransfer to a conserved aspartic acid residue on CusR, the cytoplasmic response
regulator. Phosphorylated CusR ultimately activates transcription of the cusCFBA
and the cusRS operons. Similar two-component regulators have been shown to also
control the periplasmic copper export machinery in widely different species like
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, Corynebacterium glutamicum, or Pseudomonas fluo-
rescens and may thus be universal [66–68].
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The CueR and the CusRS regulons differ in their response to copper. CueR,
which controls CueO and CopA expression, is induced by relatively low external
copper concentrations while CusRS, which controls CusCFBA expression, requires
higher external copper concentrations and may be most important under anaerobic
conditions. So the fate of copper which has been exported to the periplasm by CopA
or entered from the outside of the cell maybe twofold, either (i) oxidation by CueO
to less toxic Cu2+, primarily under aerobic conditions, or (ii) transport of the Cu+ to
the extracellular space by CusCBA, primarily under anaerobic conditions.

4.6.2 The Mycobacterial MctB System

Mycobacteria will be discusses briefly here because they are unique among bacte-
ria. They feature a complex cell wall containing unusual lipids and thereby form-
ing a kind of outer membrane [69]. So the classification as either Gram-negative
of Gram-positive organisms is controversial, but phylogenetically, they are more
closely related to Gram-negative organisms. Like in Gram-negative organisms, the
outer membrane struture functions as a barrier to toxic substances. It also contains
porins that are required for the uptake of essential nutrients and may also allow cop-
per to get access to the cytoplasmic membrane [70]. InMycobacterium tuberculosis,
excess cytoplasmic copper induces the cso operon, which is under the control of the
copper-inducible CsoR repressor [71]. The operon encodes CtpV, which is P1B-type
copper ATPase which pumps cytoplasmic copper across the cytoplasmic membrane.
Excess copper also induces two proteins of unknown function, Rv0970 and Rv0968.
M. tuberculosis and other mycobacteria do not possess a CusCFBA system. Instead,
MctB is required to transport the periplasmic copper to the cell exterior. Mutation of
themctB gene dramatically reduces the virulence ofM. tuberculosis, highlighting the
important role of copper in killing bacteria in phagosome [12, 72]. A second copper-
inducible repressor, RicR, controls its own expression and the expression of the five
monocistronic genes mymT , encoding a metallothionein which can sequester cyto-
plasmic copper, mmcO, encoding a CueO-type MCO, and three genes of unknown
function, lpqS, rv2963, and socAB [73]. Clearly, further work will be required to
reach an understanding of copper homeostasis in mycobacteria at the level of that
we have for E. coli or E. hirae.

4.7 Copper Buffering and Storage

4.7.1 Copper Buffering by Glutathione (GSH)

GSH is present in the cytoplasm of most Gram-positive bacteria [74–77]. GSH
is in equilibrium with the oxidized, dimeric form, GSSG. The GSH/GSSG redox
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couple helps to maintain a negative cytoplasmic redox potential in growing cells
[78] and also keeps cytoplasmic copper in the reduced Cu+ form. It was shown that
under anaerobic conditions, GSH enhanced copper toxicity through the formation
of GS-Cu-SG complexes (two GSH molecules complexing one Cu), which then
could donate copper to enzyme sites reserved for other transition metals [79] (see
Sect. 3.6). This was so far only shown in Gram-positive Lactococcus lactis and it
is not clear if this is a general mechanism, i.e. if GSH would also enhance copper
toxicity in anaerobically grown E. coli.

Under aerobic conditions, E. coli devoid of the GSH biosynthetic pathway is
considerably more sensitive to killing by copper than wild-type cells [80]. This is
particularly apparent in the absence of a functioning copper export ATPase. Strep-
tococcus pneumoniae cannot synthesize GSH, but can take it up via an ABC-type
transporter [81].WhenGSHwas supplied to growing S. pneumonia, the cells became
considerably more resistant to copper, but also to Cd2+ and Zn2+. In E. coli, GSHwas
also shown to increase resistance towards Hg2+ and arsenite (AsO2−) [82]. Clearly,
GSH can protect cells from heavymetal toxicity under aerobic conditions, especially
if they are compromised in other ways, such as by mutation or other stresses condi-
tions. But it must be emphasized that wild-type cells are quite well equipped to deal
with various ‘every-day’ stress conditions and that GSH and similar systems should
be viewed as back-up systems under stress conditions.

4.7.2 Copper Buffering by Metallothioneins

Metallothioneins are best known from eukaryotic cells. They are cysteine-rich pro-
teins of 4–14 kDa designed mainly for the binding of Zn2+, Cd2+, and Cu+ [83].
Metallothionein-like proteins are rare in prokaryotes and the only well-characterized
metallothionein-like protein is SmtA from Gram-negative Synechococcus PCC7942
[84]. SmtA is induced by heavy metal ions via the SmtB repressor. Similar genes
can be found in other organisms with bioinformatics tools, but no SmtB-homologue
has been characterized so far.

In Mycobacterium tuberculosis, a 4.9 kDa cysteine-rich protein which functions
as a metallothionein was identified and termed MymT (mycobacterial metalloth-
ionein) [85]. The protein is induced by copper or cadmium and helps to protect the
organism against copper toxicity. In vitro, MymT binds up to six copper ions in a
solvent shielded environment, which is typical for metallothioneins. The amino acid
sequence of MymT was found to be highly conserved among pathogenic mycobac-
teria.

The methanotroph M. trichosporium OB3b possesses three copper storage pro-
teins: Csp1, Csp2, and Csp3. Csp1 and 2 have predicted twin arginine translocation
signals and thus appear to be exported from the cytoplasm, while Csp3 is cytosolic
[86]. Csp3was also discovered in Gram-positiveB. subtilis (see Chap. 3). The crystal
structures of B. subtilis and M. trichosporium Csp3 have been solved and revealed
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a tetramer consisting of 4-helix bundle monomers. The tetramer can bind up to 80
copper atoms via thiolate groups [86–88].

The ability of bacteria to store significant amounts of copper intracellularly is
a novel aspect. When and how this copper will be used for the biosynthesis of
cuproenzymes remains to be shown.

4.7.3 Copper Tolerance Mediated by Polyphosphate

Polyphosphate is a linear polymer of orthophosphate residues linked by high-energy
phosphoanhydride bonds. These polymers typically consist of hundreds of phos-
phate residues and have been found in all cell types. Polyphosphates are involved
in cell growth, response to stresses, and the virulence of pathogens (see Ref. [89]
for review). The synthesis of polyphosphate is catalyzed by polyphosphate kinases
1 and 2 (PKK1, PKK2), which are highly conserved in many bacterial species, but
absent in yeast and animal cells. Mutants lacking PPK1 and/or PPK2 are defective
in various functions, such as quorum sensing, motility, biofilm formation, or vir-
ulence. Exopolyphosphatases (PPX) processively hydrolyze polyphosphate under
release of inorganic phosphate (Pi). E. coli, other Eubacteria and Archaea contain
two PPX, PPX1 andGPPA (PPX2). Intimately connected to polyphosphate synthesis
and hydrolysis are of course the various phosphate transporters that occur in bacteria.

Limited work has been carried out on the connection between polyphosphate
and heavy metal tolerance in bacteria. A copper-resistant strain of Anabaena vari-
abilis was shown to contain more polyphosphate bodies and had higher internal
phosphate levels than the sensitive strain [90]. Also, it was shown that polyphos-
phate metabolism in E. coli affected cadmium tolerance (copper tolerance was not
tested but was most likely similarly affected) and PKK and PPX mutant strains were
less cadmium tolerant [91]. It was proposed that in the presence of heavy metals,
polyphosphate is degraded to orthophosphate by PPX and metal–phosphate com-
plexes are transported out of the cell by an inorganic phosphate transporter [92].

In Acinetobacter johnsonii, it was shown that metal-phosphate efflux via the Pit
systemproduces a protonmotive force that can drive energy-requiring processes [93].
Thus, copper tolerance can be a concerted effort by copper secretion by ATPases and
Cu-phosphate efflux to detoxify the cytoplasm [94].

In copper resistant strains of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, it was similarly
shown that copper, cadmium and zinc stimulated PPX activity and it was similarly
proposed that this results in metal detoxification by the transport of metal-phosphate
complexes out of the cell [95]. Sulfolobus metallicus accumulates polyphosphate
granules. When exposed to high extracellular copper, PPX was induced and the
polyphosphate levels decrease with increasing copper concentrations [96]. At the
same time, phosphate efflux was stimulated. These results again suggest that
polyphosphates mediate a metal tolerance mechanism.

Taken together, these and other finding support a model whereby copper toler-
ance can be accomplished or supported by the degradation of polyphosphate and
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the subsequent export of copper-phosphate complexes out of the cell by phosphate
transporters (Fig. 4.6). This can be considered as an accessory system for copper
tolerance, in addition to copper export by the copper ATPase. In the periplasm, Cu+

exported as a Cu+-phosphate complex could be detoxified by oxidation of the Cu+ to
less toxic Cu2+ by CueO or transport across the outer membrane by the Cus-system.
Copper tolerance by copper-phosphate export has unfortunately not been taken into
due considerations in most studies on copper homeostasis.

4.8 Copper-Loading of Cuproenzymes

A general concept appears to emerge for the metallation of cuproenzymes. It is based
on the following steps: (i) copper enters the cytoplasm, either adventitiously as copper
bound to organic substrates, or by active chalkophore-mediated uptake, (ii) excess
cytoplasmic copper is expelled by specialized ‘bilge pump’ copper ATPases, and
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(iii) copper for enzyme metallation is transported across the cytoplasmic membrane
by ‘metallation pumps’ or transporters, which deliver the copper directly or via
a chaperone to the enzyme to be metallated. Passage of the copper through the
cytoplasm provides a check-point that only Cu+ ions, and not other metal ions, are
delivered to a cuproenzyme. Of course nature is very diverse and there may be
variations to the theme. But given the high conservation of the copper homeostatic
machinery, the concept may hold true for most organism. On the other hand, there
are a number of reports of copper import proteins involved in the metallation of
cuproenzymes, but we here favor the view that copper is never transported into the
bacterial cytoplasm. Time will show which concepts is correct.

In support of this concept, most microorganisms possess two or more copper
export ATPases. Metallation pumps are able to very specifically deliver Cu+ to
cuproenzymes and thus prevent inadvertent incorporation of another metal ion.
Reports on ATPase-catalyzed copper uptake were based on indirect observations,
never direct copper transport, and were single reports without any follow-up work.
Other proteins which were postulated to serve in copper uptake may in fact serve
in copper export for the metallation of cuproenzymes (see Sect. 4.1.) It is con-
ceivable that some of the earlier interpretations of experimental observations are
mis-interpretations. In particular, the concept that copper delivery to thylakoid-
or chromatophore-localized plastocyanin and cytochrome oxidase requires copper
transport into the cytoplasm and from there into the chromatophores might be wrong
(e.g. Ref. [1]). In was recently shown that the chromatophores of R. sphaeroides
form a continuum with the cytoplasmic membrane and that the lumen of the chro-
matophores is connected to the periplasmic space, which is most likely the site for
the metallation of all cuproenzymes [25, 26, 97].

4.8.1 Copper Loading of the CueO Multicopper Oxidase

The MCO CueO is secreted into the periplasm to oxidize the more membrane-
permeable and toxic Cu+ to Cu2+. CueO itself requires copper for activity. It is
transported by the twin-arginine translocation (Tat) pathway across the cytoplasmic
membrane to the periplasmic space. The Tat system is generally assumed to trans-
ports folded proteins. However, CueO of E.coli was shown to be secreted into the
periplasm as an apo-protein [98]. CueO is thus the first example for a Tat substrate
that is secreted in the apo-form and cofactor assembly apparently takes place in the
periplasmic space. Periplasmic apo-CueO could also be activated in vitro by the
addition of copper.
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4.8.2 Copper Loading of Cu,Zn-Superoxide Dismutase
(SOD)

In bacteria, Cu,Zn-superoxide dismutases (SOD) are periplasmic or extracellular
enzymes which protect cells against oxidative stress. In Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium, it has been shown that either one of two copper ATPases, CopA
or GolT, is needed to activate periplasmic Cu,Zn-superoxide dismutase SodCII
[99]. �copA/�golT double-mutant cannot synthesize active SodCII. However, the
enzyme contains zinc and can be activated in vitro by supplementing copper. Single
�copA or �golT mutants, on the other hand, produce active Cu,Zn-SodCII. This
shows that either one of the two P1B-type copper ATPases can supply copper to the
periplasmic space for enzyme metallation. GolT has originally been identified as an
ATPase involved in gold resistance, but can apparently also (or primarily) transport
copper [100, 101].

For copper delivery to Salmonella Typhimurium SodCII, a small periplasmic
protein, CueP, is also required [99]. This protein is co-regulated with CopA by the
copper-inducible repressor CueR and is also involved in copper tolerance by cells
[102]. CueP is a homodimer of two subunits of 158 amino acids. The monomer
exhibits an N-terminal domain with an αβββα-fold and the larger C-terminal domain
is folded in a six-stranded β-sheet [103]. CueP apparently functions as a periplasmic
copper chaperone to metallate SodCII. It is interesting to note that E. coli possesses a
SodCII orthologue, but no protein resembling CueP. Conceivably, the E. coli enzyme
acquires its copper via the CusF periplasmic chaperone. Clearly, it will be most
interesting to learn more about the function of Salmonella CueP and the metallation
of SodCII in E. coli.

4.8.3 Copper Loading of Cytochrome Oxidase

Cytochrome c oxidases (COX) are ubiquitous multi-subunit enzymes at the end of
the respiratory chains of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. There are three types of
COX enzymes: aa3-type, ba3-type, and cbb3-type, the latter only occurring in bac-
teria [104]. Copper delivery and insertion into these different types of COX requires
different assembly factors. All three type of COX possess an intramembranous cat-
alytic subunit I, which contains a low-spin heme and a high-spin heme-CuB binuclear
center. The aa3-type COX and some ba3-COX contain a second, binuclear CuA cen-
ter in a surface-exposed, hydrophilic domain of subunit II. The delivery and insertion
of Cu into the CuA and CuB centers follow distinct pathways.

The existence of copper ATPases specifically involved in the metallation of
cuproenzymes is an emerging principle. Most bacteria produce at least two cop-
per ATPases [105]. In Pseudomonas aeruginosa it was demonstrated that the copper
ATPase CopA1 confers copper tolerance to the cells, while CopA2 is required for
cytochrome oxidase assembly [106–108]. CopA2 did not convey copper tolerance to
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Fig. 4.7 Schematic drawing of the assembly of the copper centers of cytochrome oxidases. CopA1
is a high-rate copperATPase responsible for copper tolerance,whileCopA2 (CcoI, CtpA) is required
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the organism and, conversely, CopA1 could not serve in cytochrome oxidase assem-
bly.Also, a copper-sensitive�copAE. colimutantwas complemented byCopA1, but
not by CopA2. Both, CopA1 and CopA2 apparently export copper to the periplasm,
but CopA1 exhibits a ten-fold higher rate of copper transport than CopA2 (Fig. 4.7).

InRhodobacter capsulatus, the assembly of the cytochrome cbb3 oxidase requires
the ccoGHIS gene cluster [5]. Based on sequence similarity to other proteins, ccoI
encodes a P1B-type ATPase, most likely a copper ATPase. It was found that exoge-
nously added copper cannot complement the defect in cytochrome oxidase assembly
of a ccoI knock-out mutant. This suggests that direct copper delivery to cytochrome
oxidase by CcoI is required for cytochrome cbb3 oxidase biogenesis. Similarly,
in Rubrivivax gelatinosus, the CcoI analogue, CtpA, was shown to be involved in
cytochrome cbb3 oxidase assembly [6]. CtpA is a P1B-type ATPases closely related
to bacterial CopA-type copper exporting ATPases. Inactivation of CtpA resulted
not only in cytochrome oxidase deficiency, but also in decreased activity of the
cuproenzyme NosZ, which is located in the cytoplasmic membrane and functions as
a nitrous oxide reductase [6]. Thus, CtpA is a copper ATPase that supplies copper to
the periplasmic space specifically for the metallation of copper-requiring enzymes.
Disruption of the ctpA gene did not result in enhanced sensitivity of R. gelatinosus
to excess copper, so CtpA is not required for copper resistance, but is dedicated to
the assembly of membrane-bound and periplasmic cuproenzymes, while a CopA-
type copper ATPase is required to convey copper tolerance. Copper pumped to the
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periplasmic space by CopA2-type ATPases is delivered to the different copper sites
of COX by additional assembly factors (Fig. 4.7).

Cox11 (CoxG in Bradyrhizobium japonicum, CtaG in P. denitrificans) is a univer-
sal COXassembly factor for CuB sites of aa3- and ba3-typeCOX, but not of cbb3-type
COX, in bacteria as well as mitochondria [109, 110]. Cox11 is a 28 kDa periplasmic
protein that is tethered to the cytoplasmic membrane by a single transmembranous
helix [111]. Fully reduced Cox11 of Sinorhizobium meliloti is monomeric, but in the
absence of reductants, forms a dimer which binds two copper ions at the dimer inter-
face [112]. Cox11 is required for the assembly of the CuB center of aa3-type, but not
cbb3-type COX [113]. In P. denitrificans, it was shown that the Cox11-homologue,
CtaG, interacts directly with COX [110]. In mitochondria, Cox11 receives Cu from
the small soluble copper chaperone Cox17, but it is currently unknown whether
copper loading of Cox11 in bacteria requires additional proteins [114].

The second periplasmic protein that appears to universally participates in COX
assembly in bacteria as well as in mitochondria is ScoI (also called PrrC, or Sco1 in
eukaryotes). ScoI-type proteins can participate in the assembly of CuA as well as CuB
sites and are dispensable under conditions of copper excess [110]. In B. japonicum,
ScoI is a 25 kDa protein which possesses an N-terminal membrane anchor and is
involved in the assembly of theCuA site on subunit II of the aa3-typeCOX [109]. ScoI
can bind Cu+ or Cu2+ via two cysteine residues, but transfer of the copper to COX
remains to be demonstrated [115]. In R. capsulatus, the Sco1 homologue SenC par-
ticipates in cbb3-type COX assembly under low copper conditions [116], and it was
suggested that COX subunit I and SenC cooperate in the assembly of the CuB center
of cbb3-type COX [117]. For this process, SenC seems to require a PCuAC-type
(PcuC) copper chaperone which interacts with ScoI [118]. PCuAC is a periplas-
mic protein that is present in many bacteria, but not in mitochondria. Similarly, in
R. capsulatus, a PCuAC-homologue, PccA, is required for CuB-center assembly of
cbb3-type COX and themaintenance of steady-state activity under low-copper condi-
tions [119]. By chemical crosslinking, SenC and PccAwere shown to form a complex
during cbb3-type COX assembly. However, the individual effects of SenC/ScoI and
PccA/PCuAC on cbb3-type COX assembly are largely unexplored. PCuAC adopts
a cupredoxin-like fold, and probably coordinates Cu+ via two methionine and two
histidine residues. The formation of CuA centers also requires the function of the
Sco1 and PCuAC (hence its name) [120]. It was shown that PCuAC of Thermus
thermophilusmetallates the CuA center of the ba3-type COX in vitro, but the in vivo
function remains unclear [121]. Finally, recent work in Bradyrhizobium japonicum
led to the identification of a sulfide reductase, TlpA. It is a membrane–anchored
thioredoxin that prepares Sco1 and cytochrome oxidase subunit II for copper inser-
tion by reducing critical cysteine residues [122].

Clearly, the insertion of copper into CuA and CuB sites of bacterial COX enzymes
is far from understood. There may be additional cofactors or chaperones involved.
Also, it not yet clear how copper is specifically transferred from a dedicated CopA2-
type copper exporting ATPase to the helper proteins for metallation of COX. That
copper for insertion into COX is recruited from the cytoplasm might serve in the
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specificity of the process and prevent the mis-metallation of COX by Zn2+ or other
heavy metals.

4.8.4 Copper Loading of Cuproenzymes in Cyanobacteria

4.8.4.1 Metallation of CucA

A nice example of copper loading of a protein in the periplasm is CucA of Syne-
chocystis PCC 6803. CucA was identified as the most abundant copper protein in
the cytoplasm of Synechocystis [123]. CucA is a cupin (a small β-barrel protein)
that binds Cu2+ via a His3-Glu1 ligand set [124]. The protein is exported into the
periplasmic space in a copper-free, unfolded state by the general secretory pathway
and metallation takes place in the periplasmic space. Very little metallation of CucA
takes place in the absence of either one of the two copper ATPases PacS or CtaA,
and only about 60%metallation occurs in the absence of the CopZ-like copper chap-
erone Atx1. The absence of CtaA, PacS, and Atx1 did, however, not affect mRNA
levels for CucA. Also, CucA could not acquire copper directly from the copper
pool of the periplasmic space. So the copper acquired by CucA must be exported
from the cytoplasm into the periplasmic space and is then guided to CucA by Atx1
or another periplasmic copper chaperone. Such a mechanism most likely serves to
prevent mis-metallation of CucA by zinc or another metal.

4.8.4.2 Metallation of Plastocyanin

Plastocyanin is a copper-containing electron transfer protein localized in the thy-
lakoid lumen of cyanobacteria. The biogenesis of thylakoid membranes is complex
and is linked to the cytoplasmic membrane. Also, the thylakoid lumen might form
a continuum with the periplasmic space [125, 126]. Figure 4.8 shows the current
concept of thylakoid biogenesis and a hypothetical scheme of how the biosynthesis
of plastocyanin could proceed. The concept is supported by the primordial cyanobac-
terium Gloeobacter violaceus, which in lieu of an internal thylakoid membrane sys-
tem contains photosynthetically active patches in the cytoplasmic membrane [127].
This suggests spatially separated biogenic and photosynthetically active membrane
microdomains, likely to represent the evolutionary starting point for the development
of an internal thylakoid membrane system.
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process

4.8.5 Metallation of Methane Monooxygenase
in Methanotrophs

Methanotrophic organisms require copper for the synthesis of membrane-bound
methanemonooxygenase (particulate, pMMO). The enzyme is a cuproenzymewhich
generally reduces methane to methanol, but other activities are known. pMMO is
located in the cytoplasmic and/or in intracytoplasmic membranes, depending on the
organism. Some methanotrophs can also express a soluble isoform of the enzyme
(MMO) that is localized in the cytoplasm and uses iron as a cofactor. MMO is
induced under copper-starvation to provide an alternative to the copper-requiring
pMMO. The transition from iron-MMO to copper-pMMO appears to be controlled
by a ‘copper-switch’, which involves various gene products such as MmoR, MmoG,
MmoD, and methanobactin [128–130].

The metallation of pMMO with copper has not been investigated to a great
extent and the description here is largely hypothetical. Conceivably, the intracel-
lular membranes present in some methanogens form a continuum with the cytoplas-
mic membrane via a membrane biosynthesis center, similar to thylakoid membranes
in cyanobacteria (see Sect. 4.8.4.2). Copper for the incorporation into pMMO is
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most likely taken up by methanobactin, which delivers copper to the cytoplasm (cf.
Sect. 4.1.3). Cu+ could then be transported by a dedicated copper ATPase or another
transport system to the periplasm for delivery to apo-pMMO. This would be analo-
gous to the mechanism that has previously been proposed for other organisms and
for which there is some evidence. M. trichosporium OB3b, and probably most if
not all methanogens, possess two putative copper ATPases, one of which could be
dedicated to copper tolerance and the other to the metallation of cuproenzymes. But
this mechanism of metallation of pMMO needs to be demonstrated.

4.9 An Fe–Cu Connection

In eukaryotic cells, homeostatic control mechanisms for iron are inextricably linked
to Cu availability because they involve the action of multi-copper oxidases [131].
Recent findings suggests that a copper-iron connection might exist in bacteria
as well. The thermophilic bacterium Archaeoglobus fulgidus uses iron in the
intracellular Cu+ distribution pathway. Sazinsky et al. [132] described an unusual
CopZ copper chaperone (here called AfCopZ), very different from the previously
described CopZ chaperones. AfCopZ features an N-terminal, typical CopZ-like
Cu+-binding domain, able to deliver Cu+ to the copper ATPase CopA. However,
AfCopZ also possesses an N terminal domain with a zinc-coordination site, followed
by a [2Fe–2S] cluster that binds a single Cu atom and exhibits Cu2+ reductase
activity. The AfCopZ N–terminus features a novel βααβββα-fold that appears to be
typical of extremophiles and is predicted to be produced as a separate polypeptide
in organisms other than A. fulgidus. It was proposed that Cu2+ could bind transiently
to an AfCopZ–site near the [2Fe–2S] cluster and be reduced to Cu+. The cuprous
ion could then be transferred intramolecularly to the N-terminal copper binding site
for donation to a cognate copper homeostatic protein. Thus, A. fulgidus AfCopZ
could provide coupling of Cu2+ reduction to Cu+ chaperone function, facilitating
Cu+ transfer under extreme environmental conditions. Clearly, further work will be
required to understand the function of this unusual copper chaperone.

4.10 Molybdenum Cofactor Synthesis and Copper

Molybdenum cofactor (Moco) is an essential prosthetic group for a range of pro- and
eukaryotic oxidoreductases [133]. Moco is a molybdopterin that contains a molyb-
denum atom coordinated by a dithiolene group. In the two final steps of moco syn-
thesis, molybdenum is added to the dithiolene sulphurs of molybdopterin via an
adenylated intermediate, followed by conversion to moco. In E. coli, these last two
steps are catalyzed by MogA and MoeA, in humans by Geph-1 and Geph-2, and in
plants by the multifunctional enzyme Cnx1 (Cnx1G, Cnx1E). An X-ray structure of
Cnx1G in complex with adenylated molybdopterin unexpectedly revealed a copper
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ion bound to the molybdopterin dithiolate sulphurs [134]. This novel moco-copper
connection initially met with great excitement, as it would connect molybdenum and
copper metabolisms and would provide the first evidence for a cytoplasmic copper-
containing protein in bacteria. The copper bound to the dithiolene was considered as
a possible leaving-group which would protect the sulfhydryls until they are occupied
by the molybdenum. However, it was found that Cu2+, Cd2+, and AsO2

2− could all
bind nonspecifically tomolybdopterinwithout the presence of eitherMogAorMoeA.
Also,Cu2+ had ahigher affinity for the dithiolenegroupofmolybdopterin thanmolyb-
date and copper inhibited moco biosynthesis in E. coli [135]. Furthermore, it was
found that the activity of the twomoco-dependent enzymes dimethyl sulfoxide reduc-
tase and nitrate reductase of eitherEscherichia coli orRhodobacter sphaeroideswere
not affected when copper was depleted from the media [136]. So the appearance of
copper in molybdopterin biosynthesis may be fortuitous and serve no biological role.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

Abstract In this final chapter, some concepts which might be helpful to the experi-
mentalist are summarized. Also, a number of hypothesis are formulated. They were
born out of generalizations based on experimental findings, but are not proven to
be of general validity. They may however help to conceptualize bacterial copper
homeostasis.

Keywords Free copper · Tris buffer · Copper reduction ·Mimetics · Toxicity
Chalkophores · Polyphosphate · Chaperones · Copper loading

In way of conclusion of this book, a series of hypotheses and summary statements
are formulated. The hypotheses are based on the author experience and ‘feel’ for the
field, acquired by three decades of research in the copper field. The hypotheses and
summary statements are brieflydiscussedbelow, but are also presented in the previous
chapters at the appropriate places. Of course, some of the hypothesis will prove to
be wrong, but some of the concepts put forth here address some open questions or
raise new ones and could help to advance copper research.

(1) The free copper concentration is unknown in most experiments.

Only free copper is biologically active. In biochemical experiments, a large fraction
of the copper will be bound to components of the experiment, such as bacteria,
buffer substances or media components. In growth experiments, mM concentrations
of Cu-salts are often added to complex media. Most of the added copper will be
bound to media components and will not be biologically active. The concentration
of free copper ‘seen’ by cells will be in the µM range. The copper buffering effect of
complexmedia is also evident by the observation that bacteria aremuchmore copper-
sensitive in synthetic media, which contain less substances that complex copper.
Since media components vary from lab to lab, it is impossible to compare bacterial
copper sensitivity between laboratories. To determine the free copper concentration,
a copper-selective electrode or a copper indicator would have to be used, but this is
rarely done for technical reasons. Alternatively, a copper buffer can be employed, as
elegantly demonstrated by Changela et al. [1].
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(2) Tris buffer influences experiments with copper.

Tris-Cl is most widely used buffer in biochemical experiments. However, Tris
strongly binds copper to form a Tris2CuII-complex [2]. This neutral copper complex
is more membrane permeable than uncomplexed Cu2+. In addition, the complex-
formation lowers the effective free copper concentration in the experiment. Preferable
is the use of so-called ‘Good-buffers’ [3]. The Cl− anion can also affect experimental
outcomes since it stabilizes Cu+ under aerobic conditions.

(3) Cu2+ is non-enzymatically reduced to Cu+ by cytoplasmic membranes.

Copper in the presence of oxygen is the Cu2+-form. It was demonstrated for Gram-
positive L. lactis as well as Gram-negative E. coli that Cu2+ is reduced to Cu+ in an
apparently non-enzymatic reaction by quinones in the membrane [4, 5]. This process
may be universal and may also take place at the mitochondrial inner membrane.
Since Cu+ is more toxic to bacteria than Cu2+, a key role of the CueO multicopper
oxidases might be the oxidation not only of Cu+ exported into the periplasmic space
by the copper ATPase, but also the oxidation of Cu+ resulting from reduction at the
cytoplasmic membrane.

(4) Cu+ and Ag+ are mimetics.

In line with this concept, it was shown that Cu+ and Ag+ are transported at the same
rate and with the same affinity by the CopB copper ATPase of E. hirae [6]. It was
also shown for many copper-responsive regulators that they also respond to Ag+. If
Cu+ and Ag+ do not behave similarly in their effects on a cuproenzyme, it is most
likely due to toxicity effects of Ag+ on unrelated components or other binding sites
on a protein.

(5) The main copper toxicity mechanism is not oxidative stress, but Fe co-factor
replacement.

The concept of oxidative stress as the major copper toxicity mechanism has been
repeated so often in the literature that it has become a truism. Recent data suggests
that the toxicity of copper to bacteria is due to co-factor displacement from iron-sulfur
cluster proteins (see Sect. 2.2). This does not preclude intracellular ROS generation,
since the displacement of iron from iron–sulfur clusters leads to increased cytoplas-
mic Fe2+, which can catalyze Fenton chemistry and lead to ROS. However, wild-type
cells can normally cope with the resulting oxidative stress; hypersensitivity to copper
due to oxidative stress can be observed under special conditions, such as in mutants
deficient in superoxide dismutases or repair enzymes for oxidative DNA damage [7].

(6) Copper uptake by chalkophores is a general mechanism.

How bacteria are studied in the laboratory is very unnatural. The growth media are
optimized for fast growth or other desired phenotypes. Such conditions may suppress
inherent bacterial functions, such as chalkophore production or the polyphosphate
metabolism. Since bacteria in natural environments usually grow in communities
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with other organisms, one species may take up copper via a chalkophore produced
by another organism, as is known from iron acquisition with siderophores.

(7) Phosphate metabolism plays a major role in copper tolerance.

The formation of polyphosphate in the cytoplasm, its hydrolysis and the export
of copper-phosphate complexes may play a major role in copper tolerance (see Sect.
4.7.3). However, such mechanisms have received little attention.

(8) All P1B-type Cu-ATPases pump both, Cu+ and Ag+, and only in the direction
cytoplasm to extracytoplasmic space.

This hypothesis derives from the available structural and functional information on
P1B-type ATPases.

(9) Truncated N-termini of copper ATPases can serve as copper chaperones.

E. coli does not encode aCopZ-like chaperone. Instead, thefirstmetal bindingdomain
of CopA can be synthesized as a truncated protein by a mechanism of programmed
ribosomal frameshifting (see Sect. 4.2.). This mechanism appears to be present also
in other bacteria and even in eukaryotes. Structures which could lead to programmed
ribosomal frameshiftingwere detected in theN-terminus of the humanWilson copper
ATPase, ATP7B [8].

(10) There is no direct need for cytoplasmic copper.

All cuproenzymes are localized in the cytoplasmicmembraneor the periplasmandare
metallated at or outside of the cytoplasmic membrane. The copper is routed through
the cytoplasm and delivered to these enzymes by specialized copper ATPases or other
copper exporters. To this end, most cells contain at least two copper ATPases, one
for copper tolerance and one for copper delivery to the periplasm for the metallation
of cuproenzymes. This insures specific metallation with copper and not another
transition metal. Copper-loading of CucA in the periplasm of Synechocystis is a
beautiful example of this principle [9]. The Moco-copper connection, which would
suggest a need for cytoplasmic copper, is probably fortuitous and not required for
cell function (see Sect. 4.10.).

(11) Cuproenzymes of internal membranes systems are metallated at the cytoplas-
mic membrane.

It becomes increasingly clear that intracytoplasmic membranes of cyanobacteria and
methanotrophs form a continuum with the cytoplasmic membrane, connected via
a special membrane biogenesis center. Also, the lumen of internal membrane sys-
tems probably forms a continuum with the periplasmic space. Cuproenzymes which
eventually localize to internal membranes are probably metallated at or near the
cytoplasmic membrane, just like cuproenzymes of the periplasm or the cytoplas-
mic membrane (see Sect. 4.8.4).
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